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The selection of a marine engine depends on the target mar­
ket and the expectations for ship design trends.
Marine propulsion plants have, in recent years, been the
subject of rapid development. Not only has thermal efficien­
cy been increased to well over 50%. but reliability has
likewise been improved. The operational behaviors and en­
vironmental factors have also been enhanced. Therefore. the
selection process is mobile and complicated.
It can be said that the two-stroke slow speed engine and
four-stroke mediumspeed engine have all come to perfection
on the technological side. Their development is along the
lines of the improved reliability. simplification and con­
sideration of the environment. The overall evaluation be­
tween slow and medium speed engines can get the results that
the slow-speed engine is still the optimum in most of the
comparable propulsion range.
This dissertatioin is based on the description above re­
garding the development of the marine diesel engine, con­
sidering in some respects of the technical and economical
aspects. in order to give the shipowner general guidance in
marine engine selection, based on the MANB&WMCProgramme.
The project can also be used for marine engineers and te­
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The future volume of shipbuilding and the types of
vessels to be built are dependent first and foremost on
world economic development and the resultant transport
requirements.
As various studies show . there is little cause to anti­
cipate a significant increase in freight volume in the next
few years despite the sharp increase in the world's popula­
tion. If we also bear in mind the existing over-capacities
in tonnage. there are no grounds for expecting a significant
increase in new-building activity in the near future.
However. a certain upswing can be expected in the 90's
when the large numbers of vessels built in the 70's will be
gradually replaced.
The statistics of the installed power in ships above 2000
DWTshow that diesel engines are new the exclusive propul­
sion machinery for merchant ships. with only a few excep­
tions. Assuming that no radical invention completely revo­
lutionizes the propulsion sector. it can be assumed with
considerable certainty that the diesel engine will continue
to remain the first choice as a propulsion engine for mer­
chant ships for the foreseeable future.
Therefore. it can he certainly said that the prospect for
5hiP'bUi1ding. with the diesel engines as the main propul­
510" Plants. is magnificent and bright.
1.1.2 Main propulsion plants
With the development in high technology and science what
are the new standards and requirements for the next genera­
tion of ships and their main propulsion plants? Studies in
recent years have shown that the next generation of ships
will probably be designed and built for quite drastically
reduced manning. Anything in excess of "the key and the
throttle" will be considered unnecessary for operating the
main propulsion system.
This generation of ships demands main propulsion engines






Catching up with the modern requirements of marine en­
gines for the new generation of ships has been the target of
all engine-makers. A lot of statistics have also shownthat
most of the engine-makers have even been making a series of
technical improvements to meet the rigorous market require­
ments. It also creates. in engine-making. a competitive
situation between slow speed and medium speed engines.
At present the low-speed two-stroke engine is dominant.
accounting for approximately 75%of the installed output;
with respect to the number of ships built. the slow-speed
two-stroke engine boasts a figure of approximately 70%. In
small sized ships, the medium speed engines have taken over
the largest proportion in main propulsion plants.
Between the "reserved" categories is a territory of
small-to-medium sized cargo ships. with propulsion demands
from 1.500 kw to 8.000 kw (2.000 bhp to 11.000 bhp). which
can be met by two stroke or four stroke engines.
This is the hot point that both slow-speed and medium­
speed engine-builders have been exploring to optimize design
and improvement in both low-speed two-stroke and medium­
speed four-stroke marine engines. for particular applica­
tions. The overlap is becoming wider and wider.
Otherwise. different ships and their requirements from
the modern marine engine design produce a complicated engine
programme.It is difficult for a shipowner to select a
marine engine. which can be satisfactory both on economical
and technical grounds, based on the engine programme.
Therefore. the upswing in the ship-building market. along
with increased competition. will undoubtedly require the
ship-owners to have their own opinions and methods to evalu­
ate and select the optimumnext generation of main propul­
sion plants for their ships.
1.2 Importance
Traditionally. the choice of either direct or indirect
drive of a ship is governed more by the operating profile
than by the characteristics of a particular makeor type of
main propulsion diesel engine. There are. of course, many
ship owners who may prefer to remain with a particular make
or type of engine for various reasons such as reliable past
operating experience. crew familiarity. spares control. good
service back-up. and so on.
However. new designs of engines are being rapidly re­
vealed these days because of extended competition between
builders. The modern standards of marine engine building
require the shipowner and marine engineers to evaluate the
new types of engines. much more depending on the opinion of
the overall economy.
Sometimes. the owner who has not built a new vessel for
possible arrangements. with which he is unfam11iar_ Much
decision making about the choice of engine is governed by
cost considerations regarding the type of fuel burned.
maintenance costs, manning levels. and the initial purchase
price of the engine.
There is. however, more of a tendency to Consider t0ta1
11fe cycle costs rather than simply the purchase price of
the main engine. The total purchase and operating costs over
15 years. for example. can be greatly influenced by the
initial choice of main engine.
In any event, the selection and installation of a propul­
sion plant for a given ship is connected with the different
aspects of technology. economy. and operating behavior. It
is by no means an easy one. Therefore. it is reasonable to
establish a set of systematic methods concerning modern
marine engine selection.
1.3 Directions
The purpose of this paper is to present a technical and
economical evaluation. a comparison between low and medium
speed engines. and an engine selection program based on the
MANB&Wengine MC-programme.
The objectives of the project are:
-to discuss new requirements and the potential
development market of future ship's machinery;
-to analyze technical features and the most modern
concepts in the fields of slow and mediumspeed diesel
engines;
-to comparebasic factors in the engine selection range
and their application;
-to provide a systematic method to select the main
engine for a given ship;
It must be clear that the main thrust of this project is
different from traditional opinions in marine engine sele­
ction. which are used to choose specific ships such as
ferries. ro-ro ships and passenger ships.
The key difference in the selection will not only be in
slow and mediumspeed engine types. but also inside the two­
stroke slow speed engines themselves. which is in the terri­
tory of MAN B&WEngine Programme. used on bulk carriers.
container ships. or other competitive types of ships.
The reason is that the economyis always in the forefront
of consideration in the selection. Sometimes. one can choose
the best engine type. but you cannot get the optimum engine
for a specific vessel. The selection inside the same engine
types often gives a more important.difference. comparedwith
the different engine types. in technology and economy.
The project will aim to consider the following items:
-Engine type: MANB&W
-Power range: MC-Programme
-Ship size: Small and middle
-Used period: 15 years
I-0 .4 Chapter layout
Chapter 1 is about the general introduction of the dis­
sertation. It includes the previous situation in marine
propulsion markets. the necessity of engine selection and
the arrangement of the dissertation: why is it. what is
happening. and how it can be done.
The engine is used on board a ship. therefore it is
necessary to look at the essential requirements of ships and
their propulsion. Whatare the relationships between a ship
and its machinery.the machinery arrangement. the technical
and economical features and the market share. Chapter 2 will
review the field.
The machinery concepts for the new
engines will be dealt with
types of marine
in Chapter 3. The Key factor is
(J!
the overall economy. which includes the following factors:
-reliability.
this is as realized the first factor for most shipowners;
-simplicity.
this is an important addition to reliability. the cost
and others:
—economy.
this consists of investment costs. eperating costs
(manning.maintenance and others);
-operational flexibility.
this is important. not only regarding adaptability
because of the various environments that ships and
engines will face. but also regarding technical criteria.
such as economical ratings...what all marine engines have
to meet.
-operational behaviors.
this is a modern criterion in engine evaluation. which
deals with the comfort that is important to reduced
manning on board ships: gas emission that will also be
more and more restricted in the future in the field due
to the regulations of IMO and other related organiza­
tions.
Recalling the history and development of both low and
medium speed. it can be said that both engines have
completed the commontechnical revolution, aimed at their
different design features for specific ships. Therefore. in
Chapter 4. I will highlight the developments engine-building
technology of the MCseries in the 90's.
Economic comparison has been a topic in marine engine
selection. In Chapter 5. the traditional comparison of
initial costs. operating costs and other relative costs will
be discussed. The S26MCseries is compared with the compe­
titive mediumspeed marine engines. The objective is that
the slow speed engines are also the optimum choice. even in
comparably small sized ships. like their application in
mediumand large size types of ships.
The selection of marine engine is connected with many
factors. With the improvement and development in engine
building. the comparison between the different engine types
are not now the only consideration from economical and te­
chnical aspects. In most situations. the comparison between
the same types of engines is more important and practical.
because manyof the shipowners like selecting the marine
engines that only easily depend on man-power. experience.
and short term targets. Therefore. in Chapter 6. the sele­
ction programmewill be introduced,
Chapter 7 will deal with some aspects that should be con­
sidered in engine selection. such as the-engine—room*pro­
gramv. gas emissions. vibration and noise. Especially. in
somerequirements. of certain ports. countries and inter­
national organizations. so the comparison between them is
necessary.
Chapter 6 will conclude the technical and economical
aspects that have been listed in previous chapters.
1.5 The definitions
Reliability:
-An expression of the probability that an engine will
continue operating for a given period.
Durability:
—Anexpression of the length of time for the period
between overhauls or life of either individual components
or whole engines.
Behavior:
-The typical way in which an engine functions according
to the principles of diesel engines. Aimedat engine
operation. here it specifically indicates gas emission.
noise and vibration.
Simplicity:
-An expression that the plant is uncomplicated and can be
operated and maintained easily. with total functions
that are absolutely necessary for general diesel engines.
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In any discussion of a ship's machinery. it should be
reasonable to begin by taking an overall look at the ship.
The various features of marine machinery all relate to its
operation in a safe. reliable, efficient and economicmann­
er. The main propulsion machinery installed will influence
the machinery layout. This will determine the operational
and maintenance requirements of the ship. the relative
knowledgerequired and the significance of engine selection.
Basically. ship propulsion means that a certain power
needs to be transmitted from a machinery. via a propelling
device. to the water. With diesel machinery this can be done
in several ways. e.g. one engine coupled to a propeller. one
engine coupled via a gear to a propeller. or a multi-engine
plant coupled via gears to one or more propellers. In this
section. I just discuss the first two items.
2.1 Ship and machinery
2.1.1 Ships
A ship is a large. complex vehicle which must be self­
sustaining in its environment for long periods of time with
a high degree of reliability.
In general, the ocean-going vessels. depending on their





The different types of ships have different requirements
in size. cargo space. design speed. etc. In general. it
should meet the requirements in the hull. its construction.
form. habitability and ability to endure its environment.
A ship might reasonably be divided into three distinct
areas: the cargo-carrying holds of tanks, the accommodation
and the machinery space. Depending upon the type. each ship
will assume varying proportions and functions. In general.
the machinery space size will be decided by the particular
machinery installed and the auxiliary equipment necessary.
Therefore. machinery space is a important factor in a
ship's machinery selection. especially in the main propul­
sion plant compared with other machinery.
2.1.2 Machinery
Twoprincipal types of machinery installation are to be
found in merchant ships today. The direct-coupled slow-speed
diesel engines and medium-speed diesels with a gearbox are
the two layouts. Their individual merits change with tech­
nological improvements. advances and economic factors such
as the changes in oil prices. manning and technology.
However, here it is intended only to describe the layouts
from an engineering point of View to know the geometric
relationship between the ship and its machinery.
1) Slow-speed diesel
In general. the machinery installation is of a compact
and complicated nature. The main items in the installation
are the main engine and boiler.
The more usual plan and drawings of a typical slow-speed
diesel installation are shownin Figure 2.1. A six-cylinder
direct-drive diesel engine is shownin this machinery arran­
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gement.
The only auxiliaries visible are a diesel generator On
the upper flat and an air compressor below. Other auxili­
aries within the machinery space would include additional
generators. an oily-water separator. an evaporator. numerous
pumpsand heat exchangers. An auxiliary boiler and an ex­
haust gas heat exchanger will be located in the uptake re­
gion leading to the funnel. Various workshops and stores and
the machinery control room will also be found on the upper
flats.
Section looking to port Section looking forward
Fig 2-1. The arrangement of a six-cylinder direct-drive
diesel engine room
2). Geared medium-speed diesel
Four medium-speed (500 rev/min) diesels are used in the
machinery layout of the rail ferry shown in Figure 2.2. The‘
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gear units provide a twin-screw drive at 170 rev/min to
controllable-pitch propellers.
Waste combustion plant
Engine roomGear units 1
°‘ QCEStern thruster plant
Medium-speed Diesel generator units Ballast pumps
dies“ °“9i”° Engine room layout
Exhaust
Fig. 2-2. The machinery layout of a geared medium-speed
diesel engine
The gear units 3150 Power take-offs for shaft.-driven
generat°r5 which Provide all power requirements while at
12
sea. The other machinery can also be seen from this figure.
Obviously. the machinery space is more compact than the
slow-speed diesel considering the size of the main
propulsion plant.
2.1.3 The relationship
The goal of shipping is cargo transportation. From the
point of view of the machinery. the requirements for engines
are efficiency. function. security. compactness and systemi­
zation.
Fromthe architectural side, the cargo holds should take
a larger proportion. The machinery space has to be restrict­
ed by the cargo space or suitable for the requirements of a
specific ship.
2.2 Evaluation about the engine arrangements
The direct drive of a larger ship's propeller by a slow­
speed two-stroke engine and a small ship's four-stroke.
medium-speed engine still remain the most popular methods in
marine propulsion.
2.2.1 Direct drive
At one time a slight loss of propulsive efficiency was
accepted for the sake of simplicity. but the introduction of
‘long stroke’ and very recently ’super long stroke’ cross­
head engines has done much to reduce propulsive losses. For
a large ship. a direct coupled speed of. say 110 rev/min is
not necessarily the most suitable. as it is proven that a
larger propeller turning at speeds even as low as 60 rev/min
is more efficient than one of smaller diameter absorbing the
same horsepower at around 110 rev/min.
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The long and super long stroke engines now on the market
develop their rated outputs at speeds ranging from as low as
65 rev/min up to around 160 rev/min for the smallest bore
(around 260 mm) models. It is now possible to install a
direct drive diesel engine which will achieve very nearly
the optimumpropulsive efficiency.
Direct coupled engines develop high outputs per cylinder,
particularly large bore models. and it is easy to obtain the
power required from an engine of a small number of cylin­
ders. An owner will prefer an engine with as few cylinders
as possible, provided that problems of vibration. balance.
etc.do not ensure. because this directly affects the main­
tenance workload. spare parts carried. the overall size of
the engine and hence the machinery space.
In most vessels height is less of a problem than length,
so a larger bore engine with fewer cylinders will inevitably
result in a shorter machinery space and more space for
cargo.
It is also proven in practice that larger bore engines
have a better specific fuel consumption than smaller engines
and there seems to be a better tolerance to burning heavy
fuels of poor quality.
A direct coupled main propulsion engine cannot operate
unaided as it requires service pumps for cooling, lubrica­
tion. and fuel and lubricating oil handling and treatment.
These items of auxiliary machinery need a power source.
which is usually provided by generators driven by four­
stroke. medium-speeddiesel engines which normally burn fuel
of a lighter quality than that used by the main engine.
Manufacturers of small auxiliary engines have stepped up
their efforts to produce machines capable of burning not
only the same heavy fuel as main engines. but marine diesel
fuel of blended fuel (heavy fuel and distillate mixed in
Vari°U5 PF0P0Pti0nS. usually 70:30)either supplied as an
intermediate fuel or blended on board.
The cost of auxiliary power generation can weigh heavily
on the choice of main machinery. so developments recently
have tended to maximize the use of waste heat recovery for
auxiliary powergeneration. the use of alternators directly
driven from the main engine through speed increasing gears
and the drive of certain auxiliary machinery items from the
main engine.
The designers of slow-speed direct coupled power plants
are moving towards the ‘one fuel ship’. whereby low quality
heavy fuel is used aboard ship for all purposes using the
methods previously mentioned. Examples of such vessels are
now in service.
2.2.2 Indirect drive
The most satisfactory and economical form of indirect
drive of a ships propeller is one or more four-stroke,
medium-speed diesel engines coupled through clutches and
couplings to a reduction gearbox to drive either a fixed or
controllable pitch propeller.
The latter obviates the need for a direct reversing main
engine while the gear allows the best propeller speed to be
obtained with certainty. There is. nevertheless. a loss of
efficiency in the transmission, but this in most cases would
be cancelled out by the improvement in propulsive efficiency
whenmaking a comparison of direct and indirect drive en­
gines of the same horsepower. The additional cost of the
transmission can also be compensated for the lower cost of
marine main engine as two strokes. being large and heavier,
inevitably cost more.
In general terms. the following advantages are claimed
for geared medium-speed engines:
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-for vessels that have more than one main engine relia­
bility if improvedas the vessel can still operate with
one engine if a breakdown at sea occurs.
-whenvessels are running light, partially loaded or slow
steaming. one engine can operate at its normal rating and
others be shutdown rather than a direct coupled engine
which may be called upon to operate for long periods at
reduced output, at which it is inefficient. This has in­
deed been the case in the last few years with many large
oil tankers.
-maintenance is easier because the engine components are
of a more manageable size, and generally major components
such as cylinder covers, pistons. liners. etc. are much
cheaper than corresponding two-stroke engine components.
-engines can be overhauled at sea by steaming on other
engine(s) rather than is the case for the direct coupled
engine which can only be overhauled in port. Ships today
spend little time in port. so the facility of repair can
be an important factor.
-by modifying the number of engines per ship and cylinder
numbersper engine to suit individual horsepower require­
ments. the propelling machinery for a fleet of ships can
be standardized on a single cylinder bore size with sub­
sequent savings in spares costs. availability. etc.
-With certain vessels with high auxiliary loads, such as
ferries. passenger ships, offshore service craft and so
on. so called ’uniform machinery’ can be employed with
engines of the same bore and stroke used for both main
and auxiliary duties.
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-the weight of the machinery and space required. parti­
cularly headroom, is much reduced-an important feature
for vehicle deck vessels such as car ferries.
The above are true advantages for the geared medium-speed
engine and are much exploited by manufactures in promoting
their sales.
However. there are many shipowner who are reluctant to
burn heavy fuels (say 3500 seconds RedwoodI viscosity) in
manytypes of four-stroke engines. while none of the direct
coupled two-stroke engines appears to have great problems.
Lubricating oil consumption is. another factor to be con­
sidered, as the specific oil consumption of. for example, a
trunk piston engine is inevitably higher.
2.3 The market requirement and share
2.3.1 Market requirement
To summarize. the choice of main machinery for a given
ship will depend on many factors, each of which needs to be
carefully examined by a shipowner or engine builder.
The ship's overall size. tonnage and range to perform its
required duties are first established and the choice of
direct drive. geared drive or electric drive will depend on
these requirements, but much more on degree of reliability,
initial cost of the machinery, cost of maintenance over the
life cycle. quality and cost of fuel that can be burnt in
both main and auxiliary engines. the cost of lubricating oil
and. to some degree. passengers or crew comfort through
excessive noise and/or vibrations.
However. a diesel propulsion plant is favorite for vir­
tually all merchant ship new-buildings today. In practice,
the final decision is commonlymade without detailed con­
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sideration. The choice between the direct and indirect
options being influenced by ’fashion’-their current market
strengths in the specific ship sector-and often a focus on
one parameterzfor example, the lowest optimum specific fuel
consumption at economyrating. "Feeling" rather than "facts"
still holds way for someoperators.
2.3.2 Market share
The direct-coupled two—stroke low speed engine has estab­
lished itself as the prime candidate for medium-to-large
oceangoing cargo ships like bulk carriers. tankers and con­
tainerships of 1500 TEU-plus capacity.
The geared four-stroke mediumspeed engine is entrenched
in the smaller ship sectors-coastal cargo vessels, gas and
chemical tankers, and containerships of under 700 TEU capa­
city, as well as tugs. supply vessels. fishing craft and
ferries. Cruise ship operators can opt for either a two­
stroke or four-stroke solution.
The statistics for installed power in ships above 2000
DWTshow that diesel engines are now the exclusive propul­
sion machinery for merchant ships. with only very few ex­
ceptions. In bhp installed. one can establish a steady
position for the low-speed diesel engine with about 70-75%
market share. whereas the remainder is taken by its medium­
speed counterpart.
2.3.3 Analysis
This remarkably stable situation keeps up with some pre­
dictions which have often projected a majority share for the
low-speed engine. Analyzing this situation in an objective
Way. it can be listed as following:
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a). in two-strokek slow speed engines:
—fewermoving parts in the engien foe a given power;
-lower specific fuel consumption;
-no gear lossed;
-simplicity in construction;
-more favourable inertia-forces on movingparts;
-always a one directional pressure on the pistons giving
a less sensitive connecting-rod to the crankshaft;
-long lifetime meaning longer economical life and higher
second-hand value of ships with slow speed engines;
-low lubricating oil consumptioin.
b). in four-stroke mediumspeed engines:
-first cost;
-engine weight and overall dimensions;
-waste heat recovery utilization;





The machinery design has to obey certain principles to
meet the requirement in functions. It is pretty clear that
Overall Economyis the key point in machinery design. opera­
tion. maintenance and comparisons.
Overall economy means:




Therefore. it will be the principle consideration for
future propulsion plants.
3.1 System engineering concepts
For the project engineer. whether working for a ship­
owner. a shipyard or an engine builder. a good engine pro­
grammeis one that allows the engine to be selected without
having to compromiseon something significant. still ful­
filling the basic requirement of simplicity. and offering a
numberof engine alternatives for easy installation and
overall energy conservation. A good engine programme in this
context also means that answers to unavoidable questions are
easily accessible and easily applicable.
The numerous possibilities that exist for combining
systems and engines. together with the inherent flexibility
of the individual units in an engine programme. provide the
meansfor finding ideal solutions to virtually any concei­
vable specification requirement.
It is clear from statistical results that a two-stroke
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direct-coupled solution to a propulsion task is the first
choice and that such a solution is. in fact. also the final
choice except in such specialized cases where all two-stroke
possibilities have been exhausted.
These days engine builders are drawn into project WOFKat
a muchearlier stage in a ship progect than was previously
the case. A first estimate on a suggested propulsion system.
or even an entire propulsion package, will often have to be
given on the basis of very preliminary physical data of a
ship.
The preliminary data for a certain ship and an outline of
the engine selection process can be seen in Fig.3-1.
Fig.3-2 shows a calculated speed/power curve with corres­
ponding propeller speed. When this data is entered in the
engine programme, a number of engine alternatives will be
result. Estimations of ship's load profile. electricity and
heating requirements will offer a further study to select
the most economical engine/propulsion plant for the Job.
Such system engineering analysis comprising economic ana­
lysis of first cost and operating cost of a number of alter­
native engines and electricity producing equipment has been
introduced
This was also the case for vibration aspects. which is
another item analyzed in the course of a project. Also an
analysis of auxiliary equipment Yor the engine is carried
out.
The auxiliary power retirements of the engines have been
significantly reduced compared to previous types.
In the course of analysis and preparatory systems en­
Qineering for the entire engine room. it is better to look
especially into an evaluation of engines with and without
turbo-compound system, w1th and
generators.
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Fig.3-1. Engine selection process on the basis of shipparticulars
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Such analysis work provides an unbiased evaluation Of
possibilities based on an owner's input. At the time of now.
many engines have. as a result of such analysis. b99n
gquippad with PLO/PTI systems.
It is also noteworthy that such systems as the ICS
(Integrated Charge System). which allows an auxiliary engine
to run under idling conditions using heavy fuel. has now
been in operation for several years.
The system allows a practically 100%utilization of a
turbogenerators. without having of a power turbine on the
auxiliary engine thereby maintaining the full simplicity of
the main engine. and still benefiting from the economies of
turbo compound systems.
System engineering will be further developed and provides
an increasingly important additional feature of the engine
programme.
3.2 Reliability aspects
Freight rates. which without doubt can be expected to
remain low in the years ahead. demand more than ever a high
degree of aggregate efficiency of the vessel. and thus a
high degree of efficiency of the propulsion plant. Therefore
a high reliability is an important plus as machinery design
guidelines.
3.2.1 Reliability and durability
In a ship's engine. we are surely looking for more
durability. Reliability is. by itself. meaningless. For
example. a racing engine can be fully reliable.
expected to run without problem
being
for only two hours in order
to win the race. Both reliability and durability. however.
can only be quoted. with any confidence. if the engine
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concerned has a proven record of service experience.
There are two definitions about the reliability: a
reliable engine is reliable whenwell maintained: and a
reliable engine is reliable even when not well maintained.
Most of the components in a modern diesel engine are ex­
pected to work for long periods without any maintenance of
attention at all. The main areas where mistakes in operation
or maintenance can affect the engine are:
-lubrication of main and big end bearings;
-in the case of piston rod engines, lubrication of
crosshead bearings. crosshead guides and maintenance of
piston rod gland;
-lubrication of piston. piston rings and cylinder liner;
-and fuel cleaning and preparation.
The main and big bearings: for improving the reliability
of bearings against mistakes in maintenance. the direction
is quite clear. The film thickness must be increased.
The piston and liner: the improved lubricator and
pressure lubricated piston was introduced.
The application of modern manufacturing methods to
improvethe reliability and competitiveness of the engines
is always a necessary and permanent goal. The technological
developments such as new casting. welding and machining
methods. NCor CNC-controlled machines. surface treatment
have improveda lot in reliability.
Typical examples are the revision of castings and ma­
chining technology for the newest types of engine liners.
and the research into coating and surface hardening tech­
nology.
3.2.2 Relative factors
The reliability and durability Of a propulsion plant is















Fig.3-4. Factors influencing the engine reliability
Consequently. the related standards and requirements
about the reliability are:
-Extending the time between overhauls (TBO) for the main
components piston, exhaust valve) to exceed 6000 -12.000
hours and thereby allow two years’ maintenance-free opera­
tion.
-Keeping downwear rates, for example the liner and ring
wear to below o.1mm/1000hours and 0.4mm/1000hours respec­
tively with average wear rated as being even lower, and at
the lowest possible lubricating oil consumption.
-Reducing the amount of intermediate maintenance for fuel
nozzles and other components needing regular maintenance.
-Easing further the maintenance work by adequate and
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simple-to-handle tool systems.
-Developing software and hardware certain for an effi­
cient condition monitoring system("early warning devices“)
3.3 simplification
As mentioned. a lot of improvement have been done by
marine engine builders. However. there are still not any
dramatic changes in the near future that can be predicted
Needless to say. the reliability and maintainability of
these systems must be improved since they represent the
major workload of the operators.
Therefore. it can be seen that the pressure on manpower
and economic competitions will force developments towards
better reliability and maintainability of conventional
systems.
In practically all areas where damage can occur, the low
speed engine concept is inherently far less vulnerable than
any other propulsion system. The low speed diesel has. in
spite of its technologically advanced stage and its en­
gineering complexity. never lost its inherent simplicity.
To the users this simplicity means that practically no
damage is fatal. The internally accumulated energy that
needs to be absorbed in a particular part of the engine in
case of a mechanical mishap is moderate due to the low
speed, and the risk of consequential damage is therefore
limited. In a design principle of the low speed engine, a
damaged engine can practically always operate, for which
reason low speed diesel installations are designed as
single-engine installations with no "take-home" power.
Therefore a simple low speed engine is always been chosen.
where great reliability must be ensured under any cir­
cumstances.
The simplification is just the best guaranty in relia­
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bility. The obvious example seems that there is a need for a
reduction of the number of sensors and alarm points used
today.
Experience shows that even if the ships have been built
for years. there is still a great challenge for the future.
Development and use of good quality control and test systems
is vital. as too many problems seem to occur because of poor
quality control.
The monitoring component in a reliable engine does not
need a lot of monitoring function. Also in system design.
the trend today is towards simpler and more reliable lay­
outs.
This is partly a reflection of the competitiveness in the
marine business. There is no reason. any more. to think of
what is technically possible, rather the necessity to figure
out what is really necessary.
In fact. the monitoring functions according to the cla­
ssification societies are more than enough to guarantee safe
operation of good machinery. In some cases there can even be
room for reduction of the monitoring functions stipulated
today by the classification societies.
3.4 Economical aspects
3.4.1 capital cost.
1) Cost per unit power
The most important aspects with respect to engine manu­
facturing today is the competitive commercial environment
calling for still further reductions in manufacturing costs
per unit power.
It is the index for every marine engine factory to com­
pete with other manufacturers.
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2) Relative design
In the engines of MANsaw MC-Pregramme. the alternative
standard designs for certain components are in order to fa­
cilitate production. This. however. does not apply to wear
parts for which exchangeability must be ensured.
An exemplified result of the above is the bedplate where
an advantage in reducing the width compared to previous de­
signs was obvious. For this reason the holding-down bolts
were moved from an outside mounting to small compartments
inside the bedplate.
With regard to the frame box design. this is available
with integral as well as with bolted-on crosshead guides.
In a similar way, each large and small component is
continuously surveyed before fitted so as to make it possi­
ble to adjust to present and newfacilities. for production
cost control.
By utilizing production experience as well as service
feed-back from previous engine designs in the design pro­
cess. the number of production hours has been reduced by
approximately 20% compared to previous engines(MAN B&W).
The number of components used for certain engine sections
has been appreciably reduced. thereby achieving a reduction
of production cost as well as assembling cost.
Efforts are being made to design the engine in units to
an even greater degree. with a view to reducing the number
of components and joint surfaces. This means that components
are welded. cast. and built in sizes which are suited to
actual production and transport capacities.
The adaptation of the design to suit modern production
facilities and the integrated computer systems. linking the
entire process together. and new technologies within





Except the engine manufacturing cost is d9Ci5iV9 in
today's hard. competitive situation. the engine builder also
has to take into consideration the engine related installa­
tion costs. such as auxiliary power requirements, the cost
of the fuel and lubricating oil treatment plant. and cooling
equipment. This means the cost of the whole propulsion
plant. There are no signs that these main market require­
ments will change in the near future.
3.4.2 Operational costs
This cost generally includes the four items: fuel; lub
oil; spare; and manning.
1) Fuel consumption rates of engines
Spurred on by high fuel prices in the past. engine
development has been expanding with considerable efforts to
find ways of reducing the fuel consumption rates of engines.
Up to now. the thermal efficiency of current low-speed
engines has reached values considered close to the theore­
tical limits set by their basic parameters (Pmax. BMEP,
stroke/bore ratio. turbocharger efficiency. and so on).
Even though fuel prices are comparatively low at present.
and they can without doubt be expected to remain so in the
immediate future. fuel costs still take a share of 40%to
65%of the ship's running costs. So it can be said that high
economic efficiency means first and foremost low fuel con­
sumption rates.
Therefore. SFOCis still the Key point for engine build­
ers to pursue.
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Fig.3-5. Factors influencing overall fuel costs
2) Lube oil consumption
A further factor influencing the overall economiceffi­
Ci9nCY Of a propulsion plant is the lube oil consumption
rate.
Using modernengine designs and advantage lubricator. it
has been possible to significantly reduce lube oil consump­
tion rates.
HOWBVGF.in medium speed engines. very low lube oil con­
sumption rates can also have a corresponding contaminating
ff . . .B ect on the system oil . which in some cases can make
replacement of the oil charge necessary after 12 000 opera­
t" h ­1“? OUFS.especially as the tank need not be topped up as
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cylinder lubrication is effected via a separated ff95h °i1
system.
3) Spare part!
The service period and the price of spare parts are two
of the most important factors.
4) Manning
Shipowner are meeting stiffer competition as time goes
by. This results in an increasing-desire to cut costs to
improve a competitive position. One answer to this problem
is crew reduction.
The trend towards further reductions in manning levels
will continue. This also means that the reliability of
engine must be further improved. and the simplification of
propulsion plants.
3.4.3 Compound system
In addition to fuel consumption rate lowering measures on
the diesel engine itself. the propulsion system as a whole
is increasingly being included in economicefficiency consi­
derations.
As the thermal efficiency of the engine as such today
exceeds 50%. and by appropriate use of "energy optimizers"
it is possible to achieve approx. 60%in mechanical/elec­
trical output. Ontop of this. further possibilities exist
in waste heat recovery.
Extensive utilization of the various sources of engine
heat. such as exhaust gases. charge air. etc.. as well as
the use of turbo compoundsystems in their numerous va­
riants. offer here a whole series of opportunities for
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opL1mummeasure. By re-engineing. it was P°55ib19 t°
achieve an overall system efficiency of aPPF°X- 75% by
consistently utilizating various waste heat sources.
By using Turbo CompoundSystems. the fuel consumption
rate can be considerably reduced . lowered by up to 7 9/Kwh­
It will without doubt be necessary to ensure that the use
of Turbo Compound Systems does not make the propulsion
system appreciably more complicated.
3.5 Operating behavior
3.5.1 Comfort
In most areas of life the trend has been towards in­
creased comfort. and so it has been on board ships. Vibra­
tion and noise are the issues that have been paid attention.
The introduction of superlongstroke crosshead engines
with a few cylinders, high combustion pressures and huge
rotating and reciprocating masses made vibration a problem
for ship designers.
The following items should be considered:
a). Natural frequencies versus excitation frequencies
b).The ignition frequency
In manyof today's passenger vessels direct resiliently
mountedengines are being installed in order to keep dis­
turbing engine vibrations away from the body of the ship.
thus making life more comfortable for the passengers and
crew as regards the noise and vibration levels in the
vessel.
3.5.2 Heavyfuel capability
One can always hope for improvements in fuel quality. but
engine-builders must be well prepared for further deterio­
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ration in bunker fuel quality. The selection will cope with
fuels that are moredifficult to burn.
The rotating piston. the use of bore cooling for all com­
bustion space componentsand the particular exhaust valve
design combine to give the selected engine a unique capa­
bility for sufficient time between overhauls whenburning
really poor quality fuel oils.
3.5.3 Partial load operation
In future it will no longer be possible to view neat-load
operations solely with regard to its economic efficiency.
but it will. to an increasing degree. be necessary to direct
efforts towards the optimumof the plant. as well as meeting
the demandsfor reductions in pollutant emissions. In this
respect a considerable improvement can be expected as far as
the injection system is concerned.
1) Spill timing
In this respect, optimizing the spill time dependent upon
fuel type and the operating point in the operating curves
will be of significance. MANB&Wbegan concerning with the
optimumof spill timing depending on fuel type and operating
point in the performance curves many years ago. With the aid
of this controllable mechanismit will in future be possible
to set the optimumspill timing automatically. which will
have a positive effect on the economic efficiency of the
engine and on engine emissions.
2) Turbocharging
There is
9 an 1"t°r95t1n9 P055Jb111tY for improving partial load
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no doubt that sequential turbocharging will also­
behavior for certain application.
On the other hand efforts will also be directed towards
rendering the wear parts less sensitive to contamination.
3.6 Environmental concern
The environment problem will come into focus more. and
requirements for exhaust emissions will increase. especially
for traffic on the coast and in port. This may lead to in­
creased requirements for fuel oil properties. or for engines
to be developed with better combustion with catalysts of
flue gas cleaning.
It can be expect that in the design of fuel systems in
the future, the health aspect will. to a large extent. have
an influence on the marine engine selection.
In particular this will include:
a) Optima of the engine specifications so as to improve
ignition and combustion.
b) Selection of fuel type.
c) Reduction of lub oil consumption and /or lub oil TBN
decreases the particles originating from lub oil ash
and lub oil hydrocarbons.
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The market for two-stroke low speed diesels is a moving
target. Therefore. the development of such engines must
focus on product refinement and adaptation. both with a view
to comply with altered operating conditions and production
facilities and to meet requirements raised by changing trade
patterns and by changing legislation.
Fig 4-1 shows the development of the B&W(since 1960 MAN­
BEW)two-stroke engine types since 1959 up to now.
The first major step in the development of the present
engine programme was the mid-February 1985 introduction of
the K-MC and S-MCengine series together with the introduc­
tion of the Turbo-Compound System (TCS) on the large bore
MC-engines (from SOMCand upwards).
The S-MCengine series was with its 17 bar mep. 130 bar
firing pressure. and 7.6 m/s meanpiston speed. at the fore­
front of two stroke engines.
In 1986 since the adoption of and increased mean piston
speed for the L-MCtypes. the major event was the announce­
ment of a new design concept. the mini-bore S26MC.
4.1 MCEngine Programme
4.1.1 Programme
MCengines were introduced in 1963. with a total of more
than 1700units. of which around 1200 are in still service.
Fig.4-2 shows the current MCprogramme. comprising engine
with all relevant combinations of speed and power
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Fig 4-1: Developments in firing pressure Pmax.mean
effective pressure Pe. Scavenge air pressure Ps.
Turbocharger efficiency NTC and specific fuel oii
consumption.
The programme has been constantly updated to m99t- at
short notice. requirements as they have emerged. Originally
the programme comprised the L35MC. and the L50. L60. L70.
L80 and L90 MC. all of which had been tested and entered
service a couple of years after introduction.
In the MCengine programme. the K-MC engine and S-MC
engine series with shorter and longer strokes. and corres­
pondingly higher and lower speeds were introduced as a major
step.
The S-MCengines were successfully targeting the tanker
market and today comprise the S50. S60. S70 and S80 MC. The
small-bore S26MCaims at the small cargo vessel sector.
The K-MC types were developed to specifically cater for
the growing container ship market.
4.1.2 Thermal Efficiency and the Total Energy Concept
The traditional design tools used in the MC-engines in
order to reduce SFOC.are higher stroke-to-bore ratios. a
higher ratio between firing pressure and mean effective
pressure. and higher turbo-changer efficiency.
As seen in Fig 4-3, the present MC-engines used the
effect of the first two parameters to the extent that
changes in the current range will be marginal.
The effect on SFOCof the actual spread of stroke-to-bore
ratios is only about one g/BHPhrdifferent between the lar­
gest "short-stroke" engine. the K-90MC-2 and the largest
long-stroke . the S-60MC.Any major changes to the stroke­
to-bore ratios. except that will be dictated by different
applications. are not foreseen. and the potential for fur­
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Fig 4-2: The- MCengine programme and its entire layout
range illustrated in a power/speed diagram
With regard to the Pmax/mepratio. all engines are on the
same level except the smallest S-26MC, where a higher Pmax
at the same mep had made a really attractively low SFOC
possible for such a small engine.
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For the time being. no changes are foreseen by the
company within the remaining programme. as this would
require major design change.
The third parameter used is the turbo-charger efficiency.
Basically the MC-enginesare specific with a turbo-charger
efficiency of about 64%. with efficiency saveable in the
range of 70%. this extra margin could be utilized in the
engine. but would result in only a slight reduction of SFOC.
as can be seen in Fig 4-3. Moreover. the resulting exhaust
gas temperature would be very low. causing difficulties for
the exhaust gas boiler and. most likely. non-optimal plant
economyif an additional oil burner becomes necessary.
As can be seen from the figure. the only potential left
for further reductions of the SFOCby traditional methods is
a significant increase in the combustion pressure for
derated engines. For fully rated engines. practically the
same reduction of SFOCcan be obtained in most cases from
the present engine programmeby choosing a derated version
of the same engine type. which means an engine with two or
three more cylinders in order to give the same MCRpower.
In both cases(increased Pmaxl or increased cylinder
number/derated), the engine will be significantly more
expensive. and such development will only be worthwhile if
fuel prices are high.
This illustrates that the relevant question is not "How
low an SFOC is it possible to achieve?" but "which engine
development is worthwhile?". In general. the future develop­
ment of the low-speed two-stroke marine diesel engine will.
to a much lesser extent. concentrate on a reduction of SFOC
of the engine than witnessed during the last decade.
The pace of development as well as the final
reached
level to be
will be controlled by economic factors and not by
Carnot and other technical factors.
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Fig 4-3: Effect. on SFOCof stroke-to-bore ratio. ratio
of maximum firing pressure to mean effective
pressure. and turbocharger efficiency
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4.2 The development
4.2.1 Short-term development targets
Although the major design changes are not foreseen in the
near future. interest has recently concentrated on fully
rated engines.
The moderate fuel oil prices and improved freight rates
together with the concurrent tendency towards higher ship
speeds, have placed increasing emphasis on reliable opera­
tion of ships and. consequently. on the main engines re­
liability. To complete the picture. the trend towards re­
duced manning is gaining further momentum.
As a consequence. the most important short-term deve­
lopment target for the MC-engines is to enhance their re­
liability and. wherever possible. to reduce production costs
without endangering reliability and engine perfor-mance.
4.2.2 NewDevelopments in Reliability
1) Exhaust valve
Fig 4-4 shows the MC-exhaust valve with a considerable
improvementcomparedwith previous designs. in that seat­
burning has not been a problem and the average interval
between overhauls has been increased, for the large engines
to 6.000 hours and for the smaller engines to 4.000 hours.
a) Valves
The underside and seat area of the spindle consisted of
Nimonic 80A. while the rest is normal SNCrW-material. The
°°mP°Und5P1nd19 is produced by means of the Hot Isostatic
Pr°55“’9(HIP) method. where powder of the two mentioned
t . . _ _maerials is sauntered together in a single process at a
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Fig 4-4: L-MCExhaust Valve
A protecting layer of Inconel 625 is welded on to the
spindle's underside. as shown in Fig 4-5. for engines with
60 cm cylinder diameter and upwards. For smaller 'engine
types. the present valve design remains the standard. The
Inconel 625/SNCrW spindle is somewhat cheaper than the com­
pound Nimonic 60A/SNCrWspindle and can be produced
exhaust valve manufacturers. The HIP-spindle.
by most
however. has
the advantage that the sauntered material is superior to
forged material in structure and mechanical properties. and
the production procedure without seat armoring being welded:




The exhaust valve bottom-piece in its present bore­
cooled version is a reliable. but also rather expensive
component. Encouraged by its very low rate of burnt seat
failures. a simpler design . the semi-cooled. cast-iron
bottom piece. has been developed. as shown in Fig 4-6.
together with the present bore-cooled bottom piece.
The introduction of the semi-cooled bottom piece on 90MC­
type engines shows. as standard. that it gives a reduction
in production costs. for this component. of around 35%. The
seat can. if necessary. be ground on board.
c) Valve Housing
The exhaust valve housing has. in a number of cases.
presented problems with cold corrosion in the upper part of
the duct. The final solution for new engines is the ’hot
duct’ exhaust valve housing. In this design, there is
cooling water only around the spindle guide. which is the
only part that actually requires cooling. The duct itself is
not cooled.
2) Cylinder Liners
It is not easy to cast material of the required quality
for the very large liner dimensions. In order to facilitate
casting. and to reduce the loss in case scrapping becomes
necessary. A two-part liner, which is bolted together before
the final machining of the running surface, has been de­
5i9ned. Fig.4-7 shows the upperpart with cast-in cooling
Pipes. which is a much smaller component than a complete













Exhaust valve with lnconel 625 welded on to the
spindle underside























a cast-iron type and a compoundliner type.
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Fig 4-7: Upper part of the two-part cylinder liner with
cast-in cooling pipes for an S60-MC
The general design of the compound liner type has a two­
part liner. and has to be so because the upper. bore-cooled
part is made from steel and iron part as not doing surface.
The lower, cast iron part is not doing subjected to high
mechanical or thermal loads and can. consequently. be made
from ordinary Tarkalloy. The four component liners. put in




. 8mm lnconel 625
Fig 4-6 Bore-cooled piston for the KQOMC-cwith welded­
on high temperature protection layer of Inconel 625
3) Pistons
The MC-pistons have not caused any problems worth men­
tioning. but some development has. nevertheless. been
carried out for the purpose of increasing design margins.
The outcome. shown in Fig 4-8 is the bore-cooled piston
introduced as standard on the KSOMC-C.
The main reasons for the introduction are the ability of
the bore-cooled design to sustain as significantly as po­
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ssible. and a reduction in production costs compared with
the welded version of the present MC-piston.
The piston has a welded-on layer on the outer part of the
top. covering the areas where the highest temperatures are
usually found. The reason for applying Inconel 625 is to in­
crease the margin against hot~corrosion on K-type engines.
and engines fitted with a TCS.
4). Fuel System
The fuel system. shown in Fig 4-9 has functioned well.
and has given good. reliable service results.



























Fig 4-9 Fuel System
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The puncture valve has contributed to improved starting
and stopping performances. Therefore. it is now the standard
on all engines.
In a numberof cases. a satisfactory VIT (Variable In­
Joction Timing) function was hindered by the formation of
leak-oil sludge on the top of the fuel pumpbarrel. which
prevented the upward movement. This was counteracted by
improving the drainage conditions.
5) Chain Drive
Thehydraulic. self-adjusting chain tightener. see Fig­
10. has been introduced on the KQOMC-Ctype engine.
The new chain tightening device. which has now been in
service for more than 7,000 hours. with very satisfactory
results. ensures sufficient chain tension and reduction and
reduces the necessary maintenance work. The new arrangement













F19 4‘10 Hydraulic chain tightener
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4.3 Turbocharger and Other Systems
4.3.1 Turbocharger
On the whole. all turbochargers have functioned mechani­
cally satisfactorily. and the main cause of concern today is
thermo-dynamical rather than mechanical.
The point of primary importance is the negative influence
of in-service decreases in turbocharger efficiency. which.
on modern engines. has become the dominating factor for the
level of thermal loading.
In this respect. cover ring (shroud ring) erosion on the
turbine side has given problems on several plants. in that
enlarged clearances and blade geometry alterations dras­
tically reduced the turbocharger efficiency. and thereby
greatly increased the thermal load on the engine.
Dry cleaning is now the recommended cleaning method to
prevent the erosion, caused by water washing and/or parti­
cles in the exhaust gas.
4.3.2 Power take-off System
The system was introduced in 1984. as shown in Fig 4-11.
which is the RCF(Renk Constant Frequency) Power Take-Off
gear arrangement for the main engine driven generator. It
has been running very well from the service feed-back.
4.3.3 Turbo Compound System
The Turbo compound system(TCS) was introduced in 1985.
with the design shown in Fig 4-12. comprising a power
turbine and a transmission gear. Since some teething
troubles with a new system have been reported.
countermeasur ' ­es have been introduced in the general system.
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appropriate
and the situation has been improved.\’
Fig 4-11 Renk BW111/RCFgear for main engine driven
generator
Fig 4.12: BW/RTCS- Turbo-compound system
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4.4 Future development
It is quite obvious that use of computer technology is
increasing also on board the merchant fleet. e.g. for per­
formance evaluation. engine control. etc. A step in this
direction is the ComputerAided Performance Analysis soft­
ware introduced some years ago.
The ultimate aim is the "intelligent engine". i.e. an
engine which not only constantly monitors it own condition
but which. on the basis of computerized performance anal­
yses. automatically adjusts its parameters to provide the
optimum engine operation at all times. regardless of the
sea. weather or draught conditions.
MANB&Whas developed a system which facilitates the
measurementof the actual combustion process. In principle.
this can be carried out by fitting strain gauges to any
combustion chamber component for the studs assembling these
component. A decision has been made to take the advantage of
the fact that the tension of the cylinder cover studs re­
flects the average cylinder pressure. and not a local pre­
ssure influenced by pressure wave motion in the combustion
chamber. The influence on stud tension from the pressure
variations in neighboring cylinders is only modest (and can
be corrected for).
The complete measuring system is shown in schematic form
in Fig 4-13. Twocylinder cover studs on each cylinder are
fitted with strain-gauges placed in grooves. covered by a
protecting layer. These two studs are placed close to the
centerline of the engine in order to reduce the influence
from guide forces. and the signals from the two studs are
combinedin the computer in order to reduce noise effects.
The signal to commencedata sampling is given by two optical
t — ~ .Fansducers the one scanning TDCon cylinder 1. the other
th ' ' ‘ - ­e Zebra lines of a plastic ribbon attached to the engine
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. . - ' f 600crankshaft. This combination allows the reading °
pulses per revolution. providing data sampling at 1nt9FVa15
of approx. 0.6 degree CA. Sr less. for each cylinder­
qlinder coveretude
inetmmented with strain geugee
Calibratedpressure transducer
(for calibration only)
Zebre plastic tape___________________ onehait
: Optical transducer: —-4
m |-—controlroom
O I I I L IE] u
IBMCompatible computer with I
LCD-displayend 3 1/2' disc
Fig 4-14 Cylinder pressure measuring system based on
instrument cylinder cover studs
Data sampling is carried out by means of a multi-con­
troller and an IBMcompatible PC. which may be part of the
general computing equipment of the ship. Subsequently. mean
indicated pressure and firing pressure are calculated for
each cylinder. and the engine speed is determined. The re­
sults of these calculations may be used as the direct input
to a condition monitoring system. and. if desirable. a num­
ber of other parameters such as compression pressure. max­
imumrate of pressure rise. ignition time. etc.. mayalso be
determined.
The relative behavior of the cylinders can
precisely. and the effects from
be determined
neighboring cylinders and
from different sensitivity of the strain gauge/cover stud
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system are calibrated.
Another important brick in the development towards the
‘intelligent engine‘ is cylinder condition control and
monitoring.
Each cylinder is fitted with its own camshaft-driven
lubricator. which consists of an oil container and a pump
block with a row of small built-in pumps. each supplying oil
to a lube oil point in the cylinder wall. This system gives
a manually adjusted lube oil amount proportional to the
engine r/min.
It has been the standard practice to increase the dosage
of cylinder oil during start and load change (manoeuvre) of
the diesel engine. as experience has shown that risk of wear
on the cylinder liners first and foremost occurs in these
situations.
The system has also been developed. which automatically
registers any load change requiring extra lubrication for a
period of approximately 30 min. after the load change.
The nominal lube oil amount can. at part load. be reduced
in proportion to the effective meanpressure (m.e.p). and an
arrangement has been developed to make this procedure auto­
matic.
As a natural consequence of the general market require­
ments. the above systems can be said to be a top priority
development area for the future.
I The MC—engine.developed in the days when the battle for
Promoting the reliability and reducing SFOC rated. have
evolved into a very reliable and very fuel-efficient engine
with a low spares consumption.
In view of the increasing costs of obtaining even
SFOCfor the engine itself.
lower
and the current modest level of
fuel oil prices. future developmentwill continuely, besides
concentratin ' 'g on means to optimize total economy, also focus
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on achieving even better reliabilitY- by means °f- f°r 1”‘
stance. introduction of components With 3 13799? margin to
cope with deterioration. and systems to help early iden­
tification of maintenance needs.
Fig.4-15 shoves the expenses related to major damage of
main engines.
RCENTAGE OF NUMBER OF AVERAGE COST
TYPE OF ENGINE P'ErOTALCOSTS ENGINES (7.) PER DAMAGE
(SEK)
A._ ,1986 y . y -V - ..- eff7-fi
_ 213 68.9 350,000.­
7e.2 31.1 750,000.­
2-stroke ' 19.3 68.7 350,000.­
4-stroke 80.2 31.3 1,000,000.­
Fig.4-15 Expenses related to major damage of main
engines(statistics from all Swedish insurance
companies)
It is very striking that only 31%of all engines - i.e.
mediumspeed egines - are responsible for around 80%of all
expenses referred to major damage.
The reason is partly that the frequency of damage is
higher for mediumspeed engines. and partly that such damage
is more expensive on mediumspeed engines. despite the fact
that the low speed engines in the statistics have higher
Powerand are therefore larger. It should be noted that the
profit lost due to off-hire is not included in the statis­tics.
The statistics are self-explanatory, but a safg
well-known relationship between
price and quality exists in the
conclusioin is that the
marine diesel engine
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business as well. Consequently. the MC-programme is a
reliable and also an economical choise.
Further items such as operation behavior and environment




The comparison presented here concentrates on the econo­
mical side. and considers the MAN B8W2-stroke S26MCengine
and some competitive 4—stroke engines used frequently in
small or specialized ships.
The concept behind the S26MCengine is to allow operators
of mediumsized and smaller ship types-oceaning. coastal and
inland- the opportunity of exploiting the commercial and te­
chnical benefits of the low speed crosshead engine.
5.1 Scope of Comparison
Amongthe parameters involved in the operation of a ship.
a reasonable limitation for the study must be evaluated and
decided first. If the charter prices. port charges. etc.are
assumed that are independent to the main engine choice. it
is then sufficient to concentrate on operating costs and
first cost of the propulsion system.
A typical breakdown of operating costs is shown in
Fig 5-1. as follows:
Crew expenses 35%
Port charges 24%
Fuel 8 Lub.oil expenses 21%
Maintenance(ship + engine room) 17%
Other 3%
The main engine choice Primarily affects the fuel,
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lubricating oil and maintenance expenses. 1.9- 35%Of the
operating costs.
It is moredifficult to estimate the influence of the
main engine on crew expenses. At the present time the degree
of automation is low on smaller ships. A great part of the
crew expenses cover non-engine related purposes. and the
main engine has little influence on crew expenses. However.
as the manhours used for overhaul are. to some degree. quan­
tifiable. they are included in this chapter.
The following elements are taken into consideration in
this comparison:
Capital costs





-Maintenance related with the engine
01 .2 Capital costs
Prices are difficult to assess. being dependent on time.
place and suppliers. The calculation in operating expenses
must also be evaluated in relation to differences in capital
investments.
It is estimated that the S26MC is approx. 10% more
expensive than 4-stroke alternatives (including gear and
clutches ) with the same propeller equipment. As the S26MC
has a fixed propeller, this difference will actually be
reduced.





Fixed pitch propeller 48.200
Stern tube bearing 2.600




Fig 5-2: 6S26MCwith Shaft Generator and Fixed Pitch
Propeller
The four-stroke alternative propulsion systems are
assumed to be priced at 617,600 USs.
5.3 Operation costs
5.3.1 Basic Assumptions
If an economical comparison is to be reliable, the diffe­
rent propulsion alternatives must be compared on equal
terms.
Therefore, this comparison will be made on the basis of a
Standard Ship - a general cargo carrier of 4000 tdw - and
assume that the basic ship data are the same irrespective of
the Pr°Pulsion system chosen.
The data of the ship are as follows:
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Length = 90-0 m
Breadth = 14-9 m
Draught = 5-7 N
Displacement = 4555 m
Block coefficient = 0.60
ship speed = 13.5 knots
Effective power 5 = 1400 EH?
G The effective power is the power needed to move the ship
through the water at knots. It is very important that this
figure is kept constant throughout the calculation.
To illustrate the situation in a very simple way, the
calculations in this study have been restricted to the
normal service point (normal ship speed. trim and weather
conditions).
1) Propulsion systems
The following propulsion systems are included in this
investigation:
GSZBMC _ HAN BGW Diesel
5R3? ' Wirtsila
3M453C - MaK
The two 4-stroke propulsion systems comprise engine,
reduction gear. and controllable pitch propeller, whereas
the S26MChas a direct coupled propel1er_
All ' .alternatives are assumed to have a continuous de­
livery of 150 kw electrical power from a shaft generator_








Fig 5-3: The propulsion Systems
2) Propeller type
The MCRspeed range of the S26MC is 185-250 r/min. In this
case the direct coupled S26MCis- assumed to operate at 230
r/min. This corresponds to an effective power of 1400 Bhp at
r/min. This corresponds to an effective power of 1400 BHPat
230 r/min. and the propeller can be optima accordingly.
4-stroke alternatives can be operated at the largest pro­
peller diameter allowed by the hull. which is assumed to be:
Max. propeller diameter = 0.67 * ship draught = 3.83 m.
Propeller calculations are made in accordance with the
WageningeB-series propeller characteristics.
As the S26MCis reversible and does not have built-on
pumps. there is nothing to prevent the use of a fixed pitch
propeller. Therefore. the S26MCis assumed to have a fixed
pitch propeller. whereas the 4-stroke engines are assumed to
have controllable pitch propellers.
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Whena shaft generator is installed. it is common prac­
tice to install either a constant frequency converter. Or to
use a controllable pitch propeller so as to be able to run
at constant speeds. As a viable alternative. a concept with
a variable frequency system is recommended. which allows the
propeller/power curve to be a regular cubic curve for high­
est propulsion efficiency. In the regular speed range of the
ship. the electrical frequency will consequently vary from
50 to 60 Hz. which is acceptable. This shaft generator con­
cept gives a simple and inexpensive solution.
Practical experience with this concept has been accumu­
lated in recent years. Someships in service with “floating
frequency” have been followed and have shown satisfactory
performance. Only the navigation equipment is bound to use a
separate (and inexpensive) frequency converter.
5.3.2 Necessary Propulsion Power
As an S26MCis operated at a propeller speed that differs
from that of 4-stroke alternatives. it is very important to
get an appropriate estimate on the variation in necessary
propulsion power with propeller speed.
However. as a own disagreements between existing empi­
rical theories exist. the effect of two theories can be
compared:
1. Harvard
2. Holtrop 8 Mennen
In principle. the necessary power delivered to the pro­
peller from the shaft can be calculated from the formula:
PP = P6 / no . uh . qrr
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Where
Pp - propulsion power
Pe I effective power (here 1400 BHP)
no I open water efficiency of propeller
qh = hull efficiency
1rr= relative rotative efficiency
two is calculated from WageningenB-series.’
nrr is assumed to be constant in the study (qrr = 1.00)1-t
'1": 1-w
Where"t" is the thrust deduction fraction, i.e. the fra­
ction os the propeller thrust which is not used for propul­
sion purposes due to propeller/hull interactions.
"W2is the wake fraction. which is the relative differ­
ence between the velocity of the ship (V) and the velocity
with which the water flows to the propeller (Va).
The controversy between the two above-mentioned methods
lies in the estimation of w and t. therefore, in the deter­
mination of hull efficiency ( h).
Harvard's method. which uses the diagram shown in Fig.5­
4, predicts a considerable variation in hull efficiency with
propeller diameter. whereas Holtrop 8 Mennen’s method. which
is based on empirical formulas. gives only a slight varia­
tion.
The results of both methods are shown in Fig.5-5.
It can be seen that Harvard's method predicts a differ­
ence of only 75 RH = 4% when the propeller diameter is
varied from 3.83 m to 3.10 m. whereas Holtrop 8 Mennen
estimates a difference of 195 BHP= 9%.
Fewmodel tests have been carried out which can enlighten
this disagreement.
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Fig.5-4: Wakefraction according to HarVa1d
W: w1 + W2 + W3
Method Harvald HoltrOP 5
Mennen
Engine 6S26HC 4T 6S26HC 4T
Propeller diameter (m) 3.10 3.83 3.10 3.83
Propeller speed (r/min) 230 156 230 150
wake fraction w 0.290 0.255 0.232 0.223
ggggiiogeduction t 0.195 0.213 0.178 0.169
P 11 ­
e§?’i°?:ie§f:y U10) 0.567 0.633 0.591 0.649
Hull efficiency (qh) 1.134 1.052. 1.070 1.068
01 h ‘ 0.643 0.666 0.632 0.693
Propulsion power Pp BHP 2177 2102 2215 2020
Fig.5-5: Calculation of propulsion power
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Recent investigations indicate. however. that Harvaldas
method is the most reliable. Lips states that half the
change in open-water-efficiency from variation in propeller
diameter is cancelled by a counteracting change in hull­
efficiency. In the above example a change of approx. 10%
occurs in open-water-efficiency. Harvard predicts a change
in total efficiency of 4%. i.e. approx. half the change in
open-water-efficiency. It remains to be said that the
difference shown is not directly transferable to large
vessels with high block coefficients.
5.3.3 Calculating Total Brake Power
The propulsion power found above must be corrected to
find the necessary brake power to be delivered by the
engines.
P0 = Pp + Pg + Pcpp + Ps
Where:
Po = brake power
P9 = reduction gear losses
Pcpp = controllable pitch propeller losses
P5 = shaft losses
1). Gear loss
Gear manufacturers claim that gear losses only amount to
1-1.5%. whereas shipyards often use 3-4% to be on the safe
side. ship-builders use the figure is often used in econo­
mical comparisons 2% (50 BHP).
2). CPP loss
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SomeCPP manufacturers claim that no losses occur from
using CPP.This is unlikely because of the relatively larger
hubs of CP-propellers. Someyards even consider a figure of
3-4% to be realistic. 2% (50%) is used in this comparison.
3). Shaft loss
Shaft losses are equal for all alternatives. and are
estimated to be 2% (50%).
Based on the above. the following brake powers can be
calculated:
It should be noted that according to Harvard. a 6S26MC
will need less brake power than the 4-stroke alternatives.
despite the higher propeller speed. No gear losses and no
CPPlosses occur in the FPP direct coupled solution. This
more than compensates for the higher propeller speed. Accor­
ding to Holtrop 8 Mennen. the 6S26MC needs 95 BHP = 4% more
power than the 4-stroke alternatives. The comparison is
shown on Fig.5-6.
Method Harvald Holtrop &
Mennen
Engine BHP 6S26HC 4T 6S26HC 4T
Pprop BHP 2177 2102 2215 2020
Gear loss BHP - 50 - 50
CPP loss BHP — 50 - I 50
Shaft loss BHP 50 50 50 “S0
Ppto 150 kw BHP 220 220 220 220
Po. Brake Power BHP 2447 2472 2485 2390
Fig 5-6: Calculation of Brake Power
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5 3 4 Fuel on consumption
. the fuelHaving calculated the necessary brake power
'1 sumption of the different engines can be calculatedoi . con '
(p' 5 7) based on a fuel price of 120 sit and 6000 hourslg. - I
sorvice/year­
Harvald 62:: anéggc ssgggc
Engine power Po (BHP) 2472 2472 2447
spoc **) (9/BHPh) 139.8 132.2 123.4
HFOass) t/year I 2203 2082 2003
HPO (S/Year) 264360 249840 240360
Holtrop & Mennen 623: enéggc 6S§g:C
Engine power Po (BHP) 2390 2390 2485
59°C 4*) (9/Bgph) 140.0 132.6 128-3
Hpo tit) t/Year 2132 2019 2032
Hpo (5/year) 255840 242280 243840
**) Lower calorific value for MDOis 42700 kJ/kg
***) Lower calorific value for HFOis 40200 kJ/kg
Fig 5-7: Calculation of Fuel Oil Consumption
It can be seen that due to lower SFOC, the 6S26MCwill. in
spite of a higher propeller speed. use less HFOthan the 4­
stroke engines (except for the 6M453ccalculated by Holtrop
8 Mennen ).
Hence. a lower propulsion efficiency
speed for the 6S26MCis outweighed
by gear
and more than eliminated
losses and controllable pitch propeller losses for
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at higher propeller.
4-stroke engines. combinedwith a lower specific fuel con­
sumption of the 6S26MC.
5.3.5 Other Operating Costs
1) Lub oil consumption
In this comparison. the generally accepted lub. oil
consumption of 1.0 g/BHPhfor all the 4-stroke engines is
used. The lub. oil consumption for 4-stroke engines is
assumed to be constant at part load. although a rising
tendency at part load is well known. The lub. oil consum­
ption of all MC-engines. including the S26MC. includes
cylinder oil. which is tightly controlled by timed lubri­
cators at 0.6-0.9 g/BHPh. and system oil. which is about
0.15 G/BHPh.This means that the actual lub. oil consumption
of the 2-stroke engine is less than the claimed figures for
the 4-stroke engines. As cylinder oil is a little more ex­
pensive than mediumspeed engine oil. the lubricating oil
consumption will be considered as being equal.
2) Spare Parts Consumption
The calculation of spare parts consumption is based on
lists from engine manufacturers stating times of service
life and prices of spare parts.The spare parts consumption
will. normally. vary muchduring the service period. In this
comparison. the spare parts consumption as an average over
approx. 60.000 hours is calculated. Only spare parts which
are expected to be used under normal conditions are taken
into consideration. which means that the gear wheel drive.
camshaft. cylinder cover. etc. have been omitted.
Data °n Prices. life-time and overhaul intervals




Price 7 Life 0ver- Price Life 0ver- Price Life 0ver­
(tnch. rats: tine hsul- time hsul- tune hul­
7.5 DKK/USS) (Us!) (Hours) ing (USS) (Hours) ing (USS) (Hours) inq
(Hours) (Hours) ~~ (Hours)
Hsin piston 5560 50000 0000 73951 60000 20000 2627 64000 12000
Piston rings/
scraper rings 234 16000 8000° 395 10000 20000° 61 12000 12000
Sealing rirqs - - - - - - 466 - 12000
Lanells rings - - - - - - 71 - 12000
Cylinder head - - B000 - - 20000‘ - - 12000
Cylinder liner 3050 48000 16000 1761_ 40000 10000 2294 50000 12000
Inlet valve 344 24000 8000 184 20000 10000 - - ­
Exhaust valve 692 20000 8000 384 15000 5000 1666 40000 4000
Fuel pump element 1003 24000 0000 900' 24000’ 8000' 1094 32000 16000
Fuel valve nozzle 230 4000 6000 179 3000 6000' 113 16000 8000
Main bearing 300 32000 16000 513 20000 16000‘ 613 96000 8000
Crankpin bearing 252 24000 8000 513 20000 10000‘ 585 96000 8000
Bearings for
turbocharger 3666 15000‘ 24000‘ 3600* 15000’ 24000‘ 2026 24000 24000
Crosshesd bearing - - 1200 64000 8000
° Estimated
F19 5‘8 Spare part data from Engine Manufacturers
Based on these figures above, the yearly
h . _ave been calculated and shown in Fig 5-9,
It can be seen that the spare
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Parts expenses for
S26MC are onl h 1fY 3 Of those of the 4-stroke alternatives.
expenses in USs
the
3) Hanhours for overhauls
Calculation of the time consumption for maintenance is
based on the overhaul figures provided by engine manufac­
turers. shownas Fig 5-10.
6R32 0144530 652611.‘.
No. Spare Expene./ No. Spare [xperB./ No. Spare Expera./
partol year parla/ year parl.e/ year
year (USS) year (USS) year (USS)
mm piston 6 0.72. ' was a 0.30 5915 e 0.56 1471
Piston rings/
ucrnper urge 6 2.25 521 B 4.80 1096 6 3.00 103
Sealing rings - - - - 6 0.30 160
Lunellu rings - - - - 6 3.00 123
Cyllrqer head 0 - - - - - - - - ­
Cylinder liner 6 0.75 2230 8 1.20 2113 6' 0.72 1652
Inlet valve 12 3.00 250 16 11.80 003 — ­
Exhaust valve 12 - 3.60 2091 16 6.40 2450 6 0.75 1250
Fuel punp element 6 1.50 1505 B 2.00 1311) 6 1.13 1236
Fuel valve nozzle 6 9.00 2070 B 16.00 2064 6 2.25 Z5¢
Hain bearing 7 1.31 393 9 2.60 1231 7 0.hh 270
Crarixpin bearing 6 1.50 378 8 2.140 1231 6 0.38 222
Turbocharger
bearings 1 0.40 1666 1 0.53 1920 1 0.25 507
Crosahead bearing - - - - - - 5 0,33 555
Total 15379 22312 715:
Fig 5-9: Calculation of yearly Spare Parts Expenses
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for piston overhaul on an S26MCto index 1.00 is set.
,1 61132 8144538 6526112
Over- Over- Time Over- Over- Time Over- Over- Time­
No. haul hnu1- irdex No. haul hau1- index No. haul haul- index
/year ing /year ing /year ing
time’) time‘) time’)
Hun piston 6 4.50 1 4.50 8 2.40 1 2.40 6 3.00 1 3.00
Piston rings 6 4.50 1/10 0.45 8 _ 2.40 1/10 0.24 6 3.00 1/10 0.30
Sealing rings - - - - - - - 6 3.00 1/5 0.60
Lamella rings - - - - - - - 6 3.00 1/5 0.60
Cylinder head 6 4.50 1 4.50 8 2.40 1 2.40 6 3.00 1 3.00
Cylinder liner 6 2.25 1/3 0.75 8 4.80 1/3 1.60 6 3.00 1/3 1.00
Inlet valve 12 9.00 1/2 4.50 16 8.60 1/2 4.30 - - - ­
Exhaust valve 12 9.00 1/2 4.50 16 9.60 1/2 4.00 6 9.00 1/2 4.50
fuel pumpelement 6 4.50 1/4 1.13 8 6.00 1/4 1.50 6 2.25 1/4 0.56
Fuel valve nozzle 6 6.00 1/10 0.60 8 8.00 1/10 0.80 12 9.00 1/10 0.90
Main bearing 7 2.60 1/3 0.81 9 3.40 1/3 1.13 7 5.25 1/3 1.75
Crenkpin bearing 6 4.50 1/3 1.50 8 4.80 1/3 1.60 6 4.50 1/3 1.50
Turbodwrg. bearing: 1 0.25 1 0.25 1 0.25 1 0.25 1 0.25 1 0.25
Crossheed bearing - - - - - - - - 5 4_5o 113 1_5o
Tot:1 23.55 21 .02 19.46
Fig 5-10 Calculation of Overhauling Time
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Furthermore. it is assumed that a given component needs
the same time for overhaul on the S26mc as on the chosen 4­
stroke engines. Thereafter. the time consumption for in­
dividual components is estimated as being relative to index
1.00 for one piston. The results obtained and shown in Fig
5-10 are a total index. which 15 a measure of relative time
consumption.
4) Total maintenance expenses
Estimating a yearly time consumption of 450 hours for
S26MC.the yearly time consumption is calculated for the 4­
stroke alternatives according to the indexes.
The cost per hour can differ considerably from country to
country. 25 USS/h is used in this comparison.
Time Hours/ Personnel Spare parts Total
Engine index year expenses expenses maintenance
USS/year USS/year USS/year
6S26MC 19.46 450 11250 7764 19014
6R32 23.55 545 13625 15379 29004
8M453C 21.02 486 12150 22312 34462
Fig 5-11 Calculation of Maintenance Costs
It is normally accepted that spare parts and maintenance
costs on 4-stroke engines are approx. twice as high as on 2­
stroke engines. Somesources even report a ratio of 3:1.
From the above calculations. it is seen that the s26MC
has Significantly lower spare parts and maintenance costs
than the 4-stroke engines, even when using the engine manu­
facturers’ ownfigures‘
It can be concluded that the SZBMCwill
reduce these costs_
help the owner to
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5 4 Economical ComP3'i‘°"
I ften seen that conclusions in economical com­t is O
’ are based on very few parameters. In this com­parisons _
parison all the cost parameters discussed in this Paper
w111 be taken into account.
In order to evaluate the extreme situations. the C31CU'
lation will be built on the basis of two scenarios:
5.4.1 Scenario 1:
1) Harvard's method for estimation of brake power
2) The expenses for spare parts and maintenance for 4­
stroke engines are twice the expenses for S26MC.
This scenario represents the maximumexpected savings for
S26MCrelative to the chosen 4-stroke engines.
6R32 8M453C S26MC
HFO *) 264360 249840 240360
Lub. oil **) 16315 16315 16150
Spare parts 15528 15528 7764
Maintenance 22500 22500 11250
Total 318703 304183 275524
Difference 43179 28659 0
Fig 5-12 Scenario I (Expected Operating Costs)
5.4.2 scenario ll:
1) Holtrop & Mennen’s method for estimation of brake power
2) Expenses for spare parts and maintenance frsm Fig 5-9:
This scenario represents the minimumexpected savings on
an S26MCRelative to 4-stroke engines.
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6R32 6M453C S26MC
H170.; 255540 242280 243540
Lub. oil '5) 15774 15774 16401
Spare Parts 15379 22312 7764
Maintenance 13625 12150 11250
Total 300616 292516 279255
Difference 21363 13261 0
¥) HFO-price = 120 USs/t
5*) Lub. oil price = 1100USs/t
Fig 5-13 Scenario 11 (Expected Operating Costs)
Net Present Value (NPV) Curves
To illustrate the financial consequence of the above
extra costs on the total economy. the net present method
NPV). The results are illustrated in Fig 5-14 8 15.
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TOTAL ECONOMY
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ENG I NE SELECT I ON PROGRAM
As mentioned before. today the MC‘Pr°QT3mm9 C°mP°595
power range from 1.100 BHP to 70.440 BHP and speed from S9
r/min to 250 r/min.
Fig 4-2 shows. by means of superimposed diagrams for all
engine types. the entire layout area for the MC-programmein
a power/speed diagram. As it can be seen. there is a consi­
derable overlap of power/speed combinations so that for
nearly all applications. there is a wide selection of diffe­
rent engines to choose from. all of which meet the indivi­
dual ship's requirements.
6.1 The Engine Selection Process
The engine selection programme is based on the MC-engine
series. in order to select the optimummarine engine. There­
fore. it is necessary to get the detailed information in the
particular engine. The information contains all the rele­
vant data for MC-enginetypes. It facilitations comparatione
and selection of the main engine at the initial stage.
The main points in an engine selection process can be
seen in Fig.3-1. although the process concentrate on a
simple method. it is practice aimed at estimating the ship
main particulars. the power/speed combination. and then to
choose the main engine that fuifils the ship's requirements.
6.2 SHIP’S POWERREOUIREHNT
6.2.1 Power requirement
At the initial stage of the process. the shipowner or
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shipyard usually stipulate the ship type. ship size and the
design speed of the ship. From this very limited data. the
estimation of power/speed requirement can only be an appro­
ximation. The curves in this chapter show such an estimate
based on the installed power of a large number of ships in
service.
Fig.6-1 reflect the main particulars of the ships in
question. These figures are only valid for a service speed
of 14 knots for general cargo. tankers and bulk carriers.
For other service speeds than those assumed. it can be said
that the length will increase with increased service speed.






5, 10.00:: 20.003 50.000 100.330 5ac.:a:.o ¢'.\
Fig.6-2: Main particulars of bulk carriers. tankers and
general cargo ships
The following parameters are estimated in the figures:
LPP = Length between perpendiculars in meters
3 = Breadth in meters
T = Draught in meters
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s I Block coefficient
Fig 6-2 shows the power of typical bulk carriers. tankers
and general cargo ships.
These curves reflect the power installed in existing
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“C9 th9 Power requirement has been found the optimum
Pr°P9119r Speed can be found. by using the optimum prgpeller
dia t . ‘ - - - . .me er As fig 6 3 shows(which is a statistically based
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Fig.6-3 Draught and proposed maximumpropeller diameter
BYmeans of this propeller diameter the optimumpropeller
Speed Can be found. by using the figure 6-4.
6.2.3 Example




servxce speed 14.0 Knots
1). Estimate: MainparticularsfFig.6-1)
Lpp = 170 m
B = 26 m
D = 11 m
s = 0.775m
b). Estimate: Installed power(Fig 6-3)
F = 8.000 BHP
c). Estimate: Propeller diameter(Fig. 6-4)
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Fig'6—4: Engine P°"°r- Propeller diameter and prope11er
Speed for 4-bladed propellers
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d). Estimate: Propeller speed(Fig 6-4)
5 8 100 r/min
6.3 Engine eelection
Engine selection is the next step in the procedure. Just
after the optimumpower/speed combination of the ship has
been found.
6.3.1 Engine type
The normal procedure is to start by finding the relevant
engine types and sizes in a certain engine speed range. such
as the range between 100 and 150 r/min.
1) a-Curve
Fig.6-5: shows the selection. Curves I; II; III are
called a-curves. also ’equal ship speed curve’. which
expresses the relationship between increasing the power
requirement and propeller speed.
The correlation can be described as follows:
N a
P = Pref I ( —— ). N > Nref
Nref
Nref: reference propeller speed
N selected propeller speed
Pref: power at reference propeller speed(Nref)
P : necessary power at propeller speed N
There are different values for different ship's applifi­
cations. For general cargo. bulk carriers and tankers. the
following data applies:
a = 0.15 for a ship up to 10,000 dug
a = 0.20 for a ship from 10,000 to 30.000 dwt
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Engine choice for a 30.000 dwt tanker with 8 000
BHP at 100 R/min
B3
The a-curve can be used to compare different engine
alternatives at varying propeller speeds. In Fig 6. 9 three
different propeller curves are shown:
I. Propeller curve corresponding to reference propeller
layout
11. Propeller curve corresponding to minimumpropeller
speed with 5550 MC
111. Propeller curve corresponding to minimum propeller
speed with SLSOHC.
8.3.2 Engine type
The way of finding the relevant engine types can be seen
from Fig.6-6. where the relevant five cylinder engines have
been found. Usually. no more than two or the cylinder num­
bers are relevant for a project, which is why the preferred
number of cylinders has been used as the basis for the
curve. Using the power requirement per cylinder at a given
cylinder number. the relevant engine can be found by drawing
the relevant a-curve through the reference power/speed
combination.
Example 1:
The following example illustrates how to choose the
relevant engines.
Power/speed requirement:
8.000 BHP at 100 r/min
Choice of six cylinder engines:
Power/cal = 1.333 BHPICAL
1“ F19-5-7. the relevant engines would be 6L60. GLSOMC.
6S50MC.
Choice of five cylinder engines:
Powerlcal = 1.600 BHP/cal
Relevant engines: 5S60MC. 5L60MC. 5S50MC SLSOMC
84
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Fig.6-6: Engine selection based on engine power or
CYlinder power requirement
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Choice of four cylinder engines:
Power/cal I 2.000 BHP/C31
Relevant engines: 4L80HC. 4550HC. L70HC­
6.3.3 Operation costs
Once the relevant engine types have been found. a more







For comparison of the fuel consumption it is necessary to
knowthe exact power requirement for the different engine
alternatives depending on the actual propeller speed and
efficiency. This can be found from the a-curve as explained
above.
EXAMPLE 2:
Pref = 8.000 BHP. Nref = 100 r/min. a = 0.20
Engine type chosen: SLSOMC
Necessary propeller speed: N = 140 r/min
Necessary engine power: P =6.557 BHP
b). Lub.0il
The lubricating oil consumption and the cylinder oil con­
sumption can be found by using Fig.6-7 and 6-6.
The price level is about 1.000 USD/ton for system lubri­
cating oil and about 1.300 USD/ton for cylinder lubricating
oil (price basis 1991). '
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L xao L70 L60 L50 L35
Enoxfi. 2,9. Lub. oil concumpiion In ten: por 6000 hours
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The estimatied average spare part expenses over a long
period of operation time (6.000 hours) can be found by using
Fig.6-9 (price basis 1991).
DKK





90 80 70 60 50 42 35 26
Engine Types
Fig.6-9 Spare part expenses per cylinder/6.000 hour.
‘V°T399Price for 60.000 hours.
d7- Maintenance
The estimated h ­
ours for maintenance and the corresponding
expenses with a labour cost of 322 DKK/hour can be
68
calculated by 5'1"‘ °f F19'6-1°‘
DKK







90 80 70 60 50 42 35 26
Engine 17965
Fig.6-10 Labour expenses for overhaul work
6.4 Specific Fuel Oil Consumption
To calculate the exact operating cost it is. of course.
necessary to calculate the total fuel consumption for the
four alternative shownabove.
The calculation of the SFOCfor each engine type can he
carried out by means of Fig.6-11 to 6-16.
The SFOC
of the engine in the whole load area depends on
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where the optimising point is chosen. and whether a Turbo
‘Compound System (TCS) is to be used.
The SFOC curves in Fig. 6-11 to 6-16 are valid for
engines with and without TCS and refer to ISO ambient
conditions:
150 3046/1-1966:
1.000 mbar ambient air pressure
25': ambient air temperature
25'c cooling water temperature.
and are based on a fuel oil with a lower calorific value of
10.200 kcal/kg (42.70? K3/kg).
6.4.1 Optimising point
The optimising point 0 is drawn into diagram 1 in the
above-mentioned Fig.6-11 to 6-16. A straight line along the
constant mep curves (parallel to L1-L3) is drawn through the
optimising point 0. The line intersection with the heavy
lines (without TCS) and the dashed lines (with TCS) indi­
cates the reduction in SFOCat 100%. 60% and 50% of the
optimising power. related to the SFOCat nominal MCR(L1)
rating which are stated in the figures.
The procedure of such a service optimising of an L60MC
engine optimised at 01 or at 02 = 85% power of 01 are illu­
strated in Fig 6-17. This shows that the lowest SFOCis
obtained at about 80%of the rating in the optimising point.
Diagram 1








-------------- Engine with TCS
SFOC in g/BHPh at nominal MCR (L,)











L42MC 130 Not available
Please note that the output oi the TCS, it any, shall
be added to the engine's output, it the power turbine
ISnot coupled to the engine's shalt.
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Diagram 2

















SFOCfor engine with fixed propeller Valid for“
Diagram 1
751 501 B52 907. 951 I002 I051 Engine
speed
A SFOC Diagram 2 spot:
9/BHPH Poi-1 lood SFOC curve 9/BHP“
Engine without TCS
............. .. Engine with TCS Norni nol SFOC
Engine type:





D3“ 3' 5"°°"'e° MC“ 4oz 50°/. 60'/. 707. 307. 907. 1oo'/. 110'/. 120:
100%Power: BHP pa",
100% Speed: r/min Ia J : : : : : : .
SFOC: g/BHPh
Please note that the output 01the TCS. it any, shall SFOC in g/BHph at nominal MGR (L1)
be added to the engine's output. it the power turbine _
is not coupled to the engine's shaft. W|1h°U1TC5 -- WW1TCS
It is assumed that the TCS power is fed back to the K9°MC'C 125 121
engine shaft KBOMC-C 126 121
Fig.6-12 s1=‘oc for engine with fixed pitch prope11e't"­




75y 5oz 55% 90% 95% lcou 105% Engine
opood
A SFOC Diagram 2 sroc
g/BHPH Par-i locd SFOC cur-ve o/BHPH
Nominal SFOC
Engine type:
Data at nominal MCR:
‘°°°/° P°We'5 3HP 407. 50'/. 60'/. 70'/. so‘/. 907. 1007. 110'/. 120'/.
100%Speed: r/min p°.,,,.
Nominal SFOC g!BHPh : : : , , , , ; {g
Data at s ec'l'ed MCR .
100% Poaey BHP SFOC in g'BHPh at nominal MCR (L1)
100% Speed: r/min L35MC 131
SFOC: g/BHPh S26MC 132





7:: to: I51 901 951 _H _‘
Diagram 2





Engine without TCS -2
------------- Engine with TCS -3
-4
SFOC in g/BHPh at nominal MCR (L1) _5
Without TCS With TCS -6
L90MC 125 121 _7
K9OMC 126 121 40'/. 50'/. 60'/. 70°/. 80'/. 90'/. 100'/. 1 10'/. 120
SBOMC 126 121 Power­
LBOMC 127 122 p44—{ 24% 1 : 4 : 5 4
S7OMC 126 121
L7OMC 127 122 . _
SSOMC 127 122 E"9'”° ‘V99’
L6oMc 123 123 Data at nominal MCR:
s5oMc 123 123 100% Power: BHP
LSOMC 129 124 100% Speed: r/min
L42MC 130 Not available Nominal SFOC 9/BHPh
Please note that the output oi the TCS, it any. shall -­
be added to the engine's output. it the power turbine I133:/a:,spec|_hedMGR
is not coupled to the engine's shaft. 100‘; Soweg BH?
It is assumed that the TCS power is ted back to the °. pee ' "mm
engine shaft SFOC’ 9’BHPh
Fig.6-14 SFOC for engine with constant speed Valid for







752 B02 B51 937. 95'/. 40:‘/. ‘.65’/. Eon ~"*|090.4
Aspoc Diagram 2 sr-'0c
O/BHP“ Port lood SFOC curve 0/BHP“
Engine without TCS
------------- Engine with TCS Norn: nol sroc
Engine type:





D313 3‘-°*P°°"'°° MC“ 40'/. 50°/. 60'/. 70°/. e07. 907. 100'/. 1107. 1207.
100% Power: BHP p°,,'¢,.
100%Speed: r/min ,9; ; , ; , + . .
SFOC: gIBHPh
Please note that the output of the TCS it any shall SFOC in g,BHph at homing MGR ([4)
be added to the engine's output. it the power turbine ’ . .
is not coupled to the engine's shaft. KQOMCC w'"‘°”‘ TCS Wm‘TCS
It is assumed that the TCS power is fed back to the ' 126 121
Fig.6-15 SFOCfor engine with constant speed Valid
for K90}-{C-C and KBDMC-C
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Power
75-/. ac.‘/. es‘/. 93'/. 95'/. 10c‘/. ‘-05% E323­
A SFOC Diagram 2 sroc
9/BHPh Port Lood SFOC curve 9/BHPH
Nominal SFOC
Engine type:
Data at nominal MCR: _7
100% Power: BHP 40°/. 50'/. so-/. 7oz 50°/. 90'/. 1oo°/. 1 107. 120:
100%Speed: r/min p°.,,,.
Nominal SFOC g/BHPh , : : : : 4_ ; : e.
Data 31specified MCR _ _ .
100% Power: BHP SFOC m g/BHPh at nommal MCR (L,)
100% Speed: r/min L35MC 131
sr=oc: g.’BHPh S26MC 132




E ' 'th tTCS .
............... E2g:::::thoTUCS asroc °'a9'a"'2 SP0!
0‘ : Optimised inM 0/5Hph Port lood SFOC curve 9/5”‘
02 : Optimised at 85% of power in M -.31
3: is 80% 0102 - 0.80 x 0.85 of M- 68% M 130
4: is 50%0102-0.50x0.85 otM-42.5% M 129
128
Engine type: 6L60MC 127
Data at nominal MCR: 126
100% Power: 15.600 BHP -.25
100% Speed: 123 r/min 124
122
Data at specified MCR -7 121
100% power: 12300 BHP 40'/. 50'/. 60'/. 70'/. 80'/. 907. 1007. 1107. 1207.
100% Speed: 110.7 r/min . . . . . '90- or
SFOC3 125 9/BHP“ : '42.?/. .~ 16:5/' + $85:/. : ' %' ‘AM
Please note that the output of the TCS, it any, shall _ _
be added to the engine's output, it the power turbine SFOC '0 9"BHPh 31n°m|"3' M03 (Li)
ISnot coupled to the engine's shaft. Without TCS with TCS
It is assumed that the TCS power is fed back to the L60MC 128 123
engine shaft















30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 Z
NominoL MCR
Fig.6-16 Example of sroc at part. load for a LSOMCas a
function of the optimising point
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It should be noted that the 100%. 60% and 50% graphs
refer to the optimising point 0. and only gives the specific
fuel oil consumption for loads equal to or lower than the
optimising point.
For calculation of the SFOC between the optimising point
and the specified MCR(H) and outside the optimising curve.
it should be referred to the description below.
The optimising point must be between 85% and 100% of the
specified MCR(M).
By optimising the engine at a lower power than the speci­
fied HCR(M), a saving of 1-3 g/BHPh can be obtained in the
range between 50% and 65% of M. which is the normal opera­
ting range for most ships. It is. however. important to note
that the SFOCis increased above the optimising point 02 ­
this penalty of SFOC in point M will be about 4 g/BHPh
relative to the SFOCin 0.2
The virtues of such a service optimising made at 100%.
90%, 80% or 70% of nominal MCR(L1) appears from Fig.6-19.
This shows that the fuel penalty for obtaining savings in
SFOCby optimising at lower loads is a limitation to the
maximumavailable power.
6.4.2 Fuel consumption at Arbitrary Load
Once the engine has been optimised in point 0. Fig.6-19.
the specific fuel oil consumption in and arbitrary point S1,
S2 of 53 can be estimated based on the SFOCin point '1' ans
I20.
These can be calculated by using the graphs in Fig.6-12
to 6.14 for the propeller curve I and Fig.6.15 to 6.17 for
the constant speed curve 11. obtaining the SFOCin point 1
and 2. respectively.
Then the SFOC for point 51 can be
interpolation between the SFOCin points '1’ and '2' and
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calculated as an
for points S2 and 53 as an extrapolation.
The above-mentioned method provides only an approximate
figure. A more precise indication of the expected SFOC at
any load can be calculated by using our computer program.






80% 90% 100% 11oz
Soeed
Fig.6-19 SFOCat an arbitrary load
6.4.3 SFOCwith Turbo Compound System(Tcs)
The engine can be delivered with TCS leading to an
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overall reduction of the fuel oil consumption on board the
ehip. For the MANB&W standardized system. the power pro­
duced by the power turbine is led back to the crankshaft
through a reduction fear thereby giving a decrease in the
specific fuel oil consumption of the main engine.
The SFOCwith and without TCS is shown in Fig.6-11. 6-12.
and 6-14. 6-15 for the respective engine types. The engine
types L35MCand S26HC can not be delivered with TCS.
Below 50%load the TCS is cut off. leading to increased
ecavenge air pressure and combustion pressure and decreased
SFOC.
6.5 Engine RoomPackages
The engine room packages have evolved from MANB&W’s long
experience as designers of diesel engines and controllable
pitch propellers for the lower power range of MC-engines.








( Item 1 is described in previous chapter).
6.5.1 Power take off
Electricity production is the second large largest fuel
consumptionon board. The electricity is produced by using
one or more of the following types of machinery. either
running along or in parallel:
Auxiliary diesel generating sets
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Main engine drive generators
Steam driven turbogenerators
Emergencydiesel generating sets
The machinery installed should be selected based on an
economicalevaluation of first cost. operating costs. and
the demand of man-hours for maintenance.
1). PTO
with a main engine driven generator coupled to a Power
Take Off (PTO). the electricity can be produced based on the
main engine's low SFOC and use of heavy fuel. Several
standardi PTOsystems are avaliable (Fig.6-20)
For the smaller engine types. especially the L35 and the
S26 the step-up gear and generator have to be located on a
separate seating i.e. the BW 11 or BW IV system is to be
used.
2). Gear Constant Ratio. PTO/GCR
The Power Take Off type BWII/GCR. Fig.6-21 alternative
11. is mainly used together with engine types L42MC.L35MC
of SZSMC.but it can also be applied on the larger engines.
The system has been developed together with the British
manufacturer Newbrook. for the purpose of generating
electrical power on board ships equipped with a controllable
Pitch propeller. running at constant speed.
The PTOunit is mounted on the tank top at the fore end
of the engine. and the system has been developed as a short.
compactdesign in order to minimize the installation space
requirement.
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, . Total APD“C3b'e
Alternative Generator p05i1i°"i"9 Desngn seauno €flICienCY on MC-types
M engine as 92 so soaw 1/RCF (Vertical - '
13 % ‘D generator)
F 0 tanktop 88-92 90-26
8 23 Q’: 2,, BWI1/RC n
g 33 g: 3b BWIII/RCF Atengine 33-92 9042
4, 5g: 4,, awrv/ncr= On tank1°D 88-92 90-25
Atengne
5a 5%’: 5b awvcre (Vertical 81-85 90-50generator)
ea 55: 5., BWII/CFE On tanktop 31-35 90-26
E
9 7 7;, BWIII/CFE Atengine 31-35 9042
9 3 53*
D.
33 5g: 3., BWIV/CFE On tanktop 31-34 90-25
93 5g’: 9:; DMG/CFE At engine 34-33 90-50
Atengme
1o aw uecn (Vertical 92 90-50
generator)
I On tanktop
8 11 aw ween (Vertical 92 90-26
5 generator)
E .
12 ._._| aw III/GCR Atengine 92 90-42.
13 BW IV/GCR On tanktop 92 90-26
BWIIURCF (3b) and BW II/GCR (11) are our standard solutions. all others are available on request.
Fig.6-20: Types of PTO
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Fig.6-21 Outline of BWII/GCR units
The PLO generator is activated at sea taking over the
electrical power production on board when the main engine
speed has been stabilized at a level corresponding to the
generator frequency required on board.
The BW II/GCR cannot. as standard. be mechanically
disconnected from the main engine. but a hydraulically
activated clutch. including hydraulic pump. control valve






programme of controllable pitch
the VB/VSAand VBS types. designed for
range from 250 kw (fl= BHP) to more than 10.000 kw
(13-50° BHP). see Fig 6-22. and for CP propellers of up to







1_O I I I i . i 1 I I I I 1 I I I I I I-­
1 C33 2.030 3_ooo 4.000 5.393 6.000 7 C03 8 C33 9.CC3‘:-~~­
Encire :C*E"
‘:14.’/vi)
Fig.6-22: CP-propeller, without ice class notion, for
installation together with engine types L42.
L35 and S26.
2). Optimizing the complete propulsion plant
In the case of two-stroke direct drive- engines having a
flexible layout diagram. the diameter chosen should be as
large as the hull can accommodate. allowing the propeller
revolutions to be selected so as to provide optimum
efficiency. The optimumpropeller revolutions corresponding
to the diameter chosen can be found from Fig. 6-23 for a










1.000 2.000 3.000 4.000 5.030 6.000 7.000
Fig.6-23: propeller speed/propeller diameterlxw
Fig 6.24 shows the CP propellers which can be applied on
the L42MC,L3SMCand S26MCtype engines if they are laid out
in points L1 or L3.
6.5.3 Remote control
Alphatronic IIA is and electronic control system with two
modes of operation. viz. combined mode or separate mode‘
1). Combined mode
Single lever control, which means that
controls both
one handle












. Power Propeller Shafl Propeller
. Enmne - - S3W°
Layou,pom type lyrfvfi Hub type drargnrfiler dlaglgler type
4L42MC 3760 176 V8980 325 3850 VSA63o
5L42MC 4700 176 V8S1080 375 4050
L, 6L42MC 5640 176 VBS1280 375 4250
7L42MC 6580 176 VBS1260 425 4400
8L42MC 7520 176 V8S1280 425 4500
4L42MC 2820 132 VBS1080 325 4100
5L42MC 3525 132 VBS1280 375 4350
L3 6L42MC 4230 132 VBS1280 375 4550
7L42MC 4935 132 VBS1260 425 4750
BL42MC 5640 132 VBS12B0 425 4900
4L35MC 2400 210 V8860 275 3200 VSA560
5L35MC 3000 210 V8860 300 3350 VSA550
L. 6L35MC 3600 210 V8980 300 3500 VSA560
7L35MC 4200 210 V8980 325 3650 VSA630
8L35MC 4800 210 V8S1080 325 3750
4L35MC 2040 178 V8860 275 3350 VSA560
5L35MC 2550 178 V8980 300 3500 VSA560
L, 6L35MC 3060 178 V8980 300 3700 VSA560
7L35MC 3570 178 V8980 325 3850 VSA630
8L35MC 4080 178 V8S1080 325 3950
aszmac 1600 250 V8740 215 27oo vsA3g5
5S26MC 2000 250 V8740 245 2850 VSA385
L. 6S26MC 2400 250 V8860 245 2950 VSA385
7S26MC 2800 250 V8860 275 3050 VSA560
8S26MC 3200 250 V8850 300 3150 VSA560
4S26MC 1360 212 V8740 215 2350 VSA385
5S26MC 1700 212 V8860 245 3000 VSA385
L; 6S26MC 2040 212 V8860 245 31oo vsA3e5
7S26MC 2380 212 V8860 275 3200 VSA560
6S2&AC 2720 212 VB860 300 3300 vsA550
Fig-6-24 CP-propellers for L42. L35 and 526,
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Fig. 6-25 Alphatronic IIA remote control system
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2). Separate mode
In this mode of operation. the engine speed and the
propeller pitch are controlled individually by two levers.
The system is shown schematically in Fig.6-25. Electric
signals from the handles are transmitted to electric
actuators on the main engine and servo unit for the
propeller. The actuators adjust the pitch and engine speed
proportionally to the lever setting. The load control
receives feed back from the speed sensor and fuel pump rack
indicator. if these values increase of decrease. the load
control automatically sets the engine load in accordance
with the optimised load curve.
6.5.4 Auxiliary Units
In resent years the trend has been towards modulization
of manyshipboard installations. as it has been proved that
the preparation of individual auxiliary machinery install­
ations often has been particularly time-consuming for the
shipyard.
Therefore. on the basis of many years of experience in
combining selected optimum components for auxiliary ma­
chinery. MANB&WDiesel A/S have designed units for:
Fuel oil treatment
Camshaft lubrication. and
Stuffing boxdrain oil filtration
Others
6.5.4.1 Fuel oil supply unit
The fuel oil supply unit consists of:
Two fuel oil supply pumps
Twofuel oil circulating pumps
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Twogtoamprohoators. plate type(electrical heating for
tho SZBMConly)
Oneautomatic full flow filter
Alarm sensors and control box
Onoviscosity controller
6.5.4.2 Piston rod unit
The piston rod unit consists of:
. Ono drain tank
One circulating tank with steam heating coil
On circulating pump
One CJC fine filter
Pertaining alarm sensors
(Except the S26MCfor which it is not required)
8.5.4.3 Camshaftlubricating oil unit





Oneduplex full flow filter
One CJC fine filter with pump in by-pass
. Alarm sensors and control box
(except the S26MCfor which it is not required).
8.5.4.4 Others
The engine room package can be extended with. e.g. the
b°1°"'m°ti°n°d Gquipment. or parts of it. adapted to the
yard’s requirements for the individual project:
- Pumps. coolers and filters for lub. and fuel oil
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. Centrifuges for H0 and lub. oil
Pumpsand coolers for cooling water
Starting air receiver and compressors
Exhaust gas silencer





The vibration characteristics of the two-stroke low speed
diesel engines can for practical purposes be. spilt up into
four categories. and if the adequate countermeasures are
considered from the early project stage. the influence of
the excitation sources can be minimized or fully com­
pensated.
In general. the marine diesel engine may influence the
hull with the following:
.EXTERNAL MOMENTS
These can be classified as unbalanced 1 st and 2nd order
external moments. which need to be considered only for
certain cylinder numbers.
Guide force moments
Axial vibrations in the shaft system
Torsional vibrations in the shaft system
7.1.1 External moments
The inertia forces originating from the unbalanced rota­
ting and reciprocating masses of the engine create un­
balanced external momentsalthough the external forces are
zero.
Of these moments. only the 1 st order (producing one
cycle per revolution) and the 2nd order (two
revolution) need to be considered.
cycles per
and then only for engines
with a low number of cylinders. The inertia forces on
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engines with more than six cylinders tend. MOFBOf 1955- ‘°
neutralize themselves.
The natural frequency of the hull depends on the hul1’s
rigidity and distribution of masses. Vh9f9i5 th9 V1b73‘i°“
level at resonance depends mainly on the magnitude of the
external momentand the engine's position in relation to the
vibration nodes of the ship.
1). 1 st order moment
1st order momentsact in both the vertical and the hori­
zontal direction. In two-stroke engine with standard
balancing these are of the same magnitudes.
For engines with five cylinders of more. the 1st order
moment is rarely of any significance to the ship. It can.
however. be of a disturbing magnitude with four-cylinder
engines.
As standard. four-cylinder engines from the 90 to 50
bores are fitted with adjustable counterweights. as
illustrated in Fig 7.-01.
The fitting of such counterweights can reduce the
vertical moment to and insignificant value (although
simultaneously increasing the horizontal moment). so this
resonance is easily dealt with.
For the L42. L35 and S26 types these counterweights can
be ordered as and option.
In rare cases. where the 1st order moment will cause
resonance with both the vertical and the horizontal hull
vibration mode in the normal speed range of the
1st
engine. a
order compensator can be introduced as an option in the
chain tightener wheel. reducing the 1st order moment
harmless value.
to a










Fig.7-01: 1st order moment compensator
2).2nd order moment
The 2nd order momentacts only in the vertical direction.
Precaution need only be considered for four, five and six
cylinder engines.
Resonance with the 2nd order moment may occur for multi­
node hull vibrations of more than three nodes.
Even the 2nd order moment compensators are provided,
which are not included in the basic extent of delivery,
experience has shown, that vessels of a size propelled by
the S26MC. L35MC and L42MC engines are less sensitive to
hull vibrations for which reason engine-mounted 2nd order
compensators are not applied on these smaller types.
A decision regarding the vibrational aspects and the
possible use of compensators must be taken at the contract
stage. If no experience is available from sister ships.
which would be the best basis for deciding whether
compensators are necessary or not. it is advisable to make




3). Power related unbalance (PRU)
2nd order
the
concept Power Related Unbalance can be used as a guidance:
To there is a risk that 1st and
external momentswill excite disturbing hull vibrations.
evaluate if
External MomentPRU- -é-T: Nm/KW
Engine Power
with the PRU-value. stating the external moment relative to
estimate of the
Fig.7-U2.
the engine power. it is possible to give an
risk of hull vibrations for a specific engine.
According to 1st and 2nd order
Nm-kw External moments In layout polnt L.
A 1st order'_' 2 2ndorder I
3003 9°r_ °°’- L
Bo compensator most likely :
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Fig.7-03: Table
shows the external moment (M1)at
in point L1 of the layout
The table. F19- 7-03­
the speed (N1) and HCRrating
diagram. For other speeds (Na). the corresponding external
moments (Ha) are calculated by means of the formula:
Na 2
y. : M1 u ( —— ) kNm
1
(Tolerance on the calculated values is 2.5%).
7.1.2 Guide force moments
The so-called guide force moments are caused by the
transverse reaction forces acting on the crossheads due to
the connecting rod/crankshaft mechanism. These moments may
excite engine vibrations. moving the engine top toward ships
and causing a rocking (excited by H-moment) or twisting
(excited by X-moment)movementof the engine as illustrated
in Figs 7.04 and 7.05. respectively. The guide force moments
are harmless except when resonance vibrations occur in the
engine/double bottom system.
Fig‘?-04 H'tYP° and x‘tYPe guide force moment
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Th. top bracing is recommended as standard. comPfi5in9
stiff connections (links) with friction plates which i11OV
adjustment to the loading conditions of the ship. As an
option. a hydraulic top bracing the above-mentioned natural
frequency will increase to a level where FBSOHIBC9V111
occur above the normal engine speed.
7.1.3 Axial vibrations
When the crank throw is loaded by the gas pressure
through the connecting rod mechanism. the arms of the crank
throwdeflect in the axial direction of the crankshaft.
exciting axial vibrations. Throughthe thrust bearing. the
system is connected to the ship's hull. Generally. only
zero-node axial vibrations are of interest. and only the
effects of the vibrations regarding additional bending
stresses in the crankshaft and possible vibrations of the
ship's structure due to the reaction force in the thrust
bearing are to be considered.
An axial damper is fitted as standard to all MC-engines.
eliminating the effects of the axial vibrations.
7.1.4 Torsional vibrations
In general. only torsional vibrations with one node need
to be considered. The main critical order causing the
largest extra stresses in the shaft line is normally the
vibration with order equal to the numberof cylinders. i.e.
five cylinders per revolution on a five cylinder engine.
Experience has shown that 8 and 12 cylinder engines for
fixed pitch propeller plants and practically all plants
¢°UP19d to CP-propellers may require a torsional vibration
damper.
Four. five and six-cylinder engines require special
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attention. Onaccount of the heavy excitation. the natural
frequency of the system with one-node vibration should.
preferably. be situated away from the normal operating speed
range. to avoid its effect. This can be achieved by changing
the masses and/or the stiffness of the system so as to give
a muchhigher. or much lower. natural frequency. called
undercritical or overcritical running. respectively.
Anundercritical system is normally characterized by:
Relatively short shafting system
. Probably no tuning wheel
Turning wheel with relatively low inertia
Large diameters of shafting. enabling the use of
shafting material with a moderate ultimate tensile strength.
but requiring careful shaft alignment. (due to relatively
high bending stiffness)
Without barred speed range
The torque (propeller torsional amplitude) induces a
significant varying propeller thrust which.under adverse
conditions.might excite annoying longitudinal vibrations on
engine/double bottom and/or deckhouse. The yard should be
aware of this and ensure that the complete aft body
structure of the ship. including the double bottom in the
engine room. is designed to be able to cope with the
described phenomena.
Undercritical layout is normally applied for four­
cylinder engines.
Anovercritical system is characteri by:
Tuning wheel may be necessary on crankshaft fore end
. turning wheel with relatively high inertia
. Shafts with relatively small diameters. requiring
shafting material with a relatively high ultimate
tensile strength
Barred speed range of about +-10%around critical
engine speed.
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. . . - - 'thOvercritical layout is normally lPP119d 50? 9091095 "1
more than four cylinders.
7.2 ENVIRONMENTALASPECTS
The sensitivity of the human ear is closely related to
frequency. The sensitivity is low at low frequencies. for
which reason it is often necessary to take measurements at
different frequency ranges.
Normally. these measurements are made in the so-called
octave band frequencies which are named according to their
average frequencies: 31.5. 63. 125. 250 etc. up to 16.000
Hz.
7.2.1 Exhaust gas noise
The constant pressure turbocharged two-stroke MC-engines are
equipped with a large gas-receiver located between the
cylinder’s gas outlets and the turbocharger(s).
Due to its ideal location. i.e. close to the noise
source. the gas-receiver also functions as a kind of exhaust
gas silencer. particularly dampeningthe low frequency gas
pulsations which are inherent to the exhaust gas from the
cylinders.
Fig.7-6 shows an example of a 6L80MC engine. where the
calculated octave band analysis of the exhaust gas noise
valid for an exhaust gas system without boiler and without
and external silencer has been drawn in.
The noise level is based on an actual distance of 15
meters from the top of the funnel to the bridge
curve sheet shows that the noise level for
wing. The
curve 1 in the
octave band frequencies between 125 and 1.000 Hz is decisive
for the total noise level of noise rating NR81. and the A­
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Fig.7-O6: Fig.7-O7:
7.2.2 Airborne noise
Engine room noise is primarily generated by emissions
from the individual engine components and their surfaces.
which cause the air to pulsate.
The engine's average noise levels measured e.g. in
accordance with 'CIMAC's Recommendations for Measurements of
the Overall Noise for Reciprocating Engines’. or other
similar standards. are used to express the engine's typical
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|1fbOfnI sound pressure level.
In other words. the calculated average sound level
coffQ|pOndl to the average value of sound intensity measured
at different points around the engine. Measuring points are
located at two or three height levels around the engine
depending on the engine size and at a distance of
approximately 1 meter from the engine's surface.
In general. but naturally depending on the type of
engine. the average noise level for a nominal rated engine
will be around 100 dB(A). whereas the maximumlevel measured
around the engine will be approximately 105 dB(A).
Curve 2 in Fig.7.07 shows the corresponding average noise
level calculations for a 6S26MCengine. Due to the reflec­
tions of sound which occur in the engine room being a so­
called ‘near field‘. the noise levels measured in the vessel
maybe 1-3 dB higher than the calculated figures.
7.2.3 Structure-born noise excitation
Vibrational energy in the engine is propagated. via the
engine structure. to the engine bedplate flanges i.e. the
engine's ‘feet’. Fromhere. the energy is transferred to the
ship's tank top. from where it propagates outward to the
ship's structure which starts to vibrate and. thus. to emit
noise.
An example of sources which can generate vibrational
energy are the pulses caused by the engine's combustion
process and the reciprocating movementof the pistons.‘
Similar to the sound pressure level. the level of
velocity is best expressed in dB.
There are. as yet, no internationally determined
reference values but. at range1y enough_ 10 m7§ec is oftenused.
Curve 3 in Fig.7.07 show examples of the structure-borne
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D01‘. .xcig.g1on levels from a 6S26HCengine. giV9n 35 3
vertical vibration velocity level on the engine feet.
Incidgngglly, the velocity level of a two-stroke engine
1;, on average. approximately 15-20 dB lower than of a
medium speed four-Stroke engine which. therefore. may
sometimes have special vibration isolators (resilient
mountings) built-in between the engine feet and the tank top
of the ship. The achieved structure-borne sound insulation
is of some 15-20 dB. which means that the final result
corresponds to the level of solid mounted two-stroke MC­
engines.
Generally. the noise emitted by the two-stroke MC­
engines' exhaust gas. and the structure-borne noise excited
from the engine. are at such a low level that it is possible
to keep within the noise requirements valid for the bridge
wing and accommodation.
7.3 EXHAUST GAS EMISSION CONTROL
In various parts of the world the interest in air quality
is growing. the emission from the marine and stationary
diesel engines is being quantified. and rules are being
prepared.
Key items are the emission of soot particles. SOxand Nix
(oxides of sulphur and nitrogen).
The low speed diesel engine generally has a very clean
combustion. meeting the soot and particle emission limits
but. as a consequence of its high thermal efficiency. the
emission of Nix is comparatively high.
S0x control will normally be effectuated by limiting the
sulphur content of the fuel.
MANBEWcan offer diesel engines foe the use of low sul­
Dhurnatural gas injected at high pressures. for stationar
engines and for LAGcarriers. '~
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Nix control will. dependent on the possible limits.
require someadditional equipment.
Although water emulsification of fuel oil will reduce Nix
by up to 30%. a new equipment for control the emission of
Nix. by means of a technique using Selective Catalytic Re­
duction (SC) by ammonia has been introduced as Fig 7.08
showing.
Such equipment makes it possible to comply with virtually
potential legislative Nix emission limits.
Onaccount of the still relatively few vessels in service
with the SC equipment.
in palmsignal
Item main engine





It can be assumedwith considerable certainty that the die­
sel engine will continue to remain the first choice as a
propulsion engine for merchant ships for the foreseeable
future.
In the development of low-speed two-stroke marine diesel
engines during the last decade. attention has been focused
on low propeller speed and low SFOC. Virtually any type of
ship can today demonstrate fuel consumption figures at least
25 per cent lower than just 15 years ago.
Minor reduction of SFOCfor the engine may result from
ongoing work in the fields of scavenging. cycle optmization.
ceramics and combustion potential. Muchmore significant
reductions are to be expected from "System Engineering"
investigations; such as Turbo CompoundSystem (TCS). which
can give substantial energy savings. but involving more
complex systems.
Future development will. besides concentrating on means to
optimize total economy. also focus on achieving even better
reliability. such as introduction of components with a
IRFQEP margin to cope with deterioration. and systems to
help early identification of maintenance needs.
Marine engine selection is a system engineering. Although
the criteria in simplification. first cost and propeller
Speedetc. must be given high priorities. the relationship
and other factors also have a great influence on total
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economy.
The conclusion about the comparison between two-stroke slow
speed and four-stroke mediumspeed engines can be list as
following:
-Modern low-speed compared with medium-speed diesels is.
even in terms of fuel economy and for similar cylinder
power output, more economical.
-For the usual deep-sea ships with sufficient space for
the engine room. the low—speed diesel provides the sim­
plest possible propulsion arrangement without gears and
with a minimumof cylinders.
-The biggest advantages of the low-speed diesel is its
excellent historical record of proven reliability. sim­
plicity. durability and safety at sea. especially on
heavy fuel oils. These are the main reasons why. whenever
technically and economically possible. a low-speed engine
is. and will be. the first choice for a ship.
-The medium-speed engine. on the other hand. has clear
advantagesfor applications such as flexibility. multi­
engine propulsion plants. or auxiliary power generation.
and where low head-room. multi-engine installations are
required.
-Some criterion. such as reliability, durability and
safety at sea have been improved greatly in medium speed
engines. because the major parts have been modified and
the overhaul intervals have been lengthened.
The MC-enginehas evolved into a very reliable and very
fuel-efficient engine. with a low spare parts consumption.
There is new little scope with further increase in stroke/
bore ratios. the ratio between fire pressure and meaneffe­
ctive pressure. and the turbocharger efficiency.
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The smallest S26HC with a higher Pmax at the same mean
effective pressure has made a really attractively low SFOC
possible for such a small engine, as attractive alternatives
to four-stroke diesel engines. enabling more operators to
exploit the commercial and technical benefits of the two­
stroke low speed diesel engine for a wider range of ships.
Just as important as direct cost is the impeccable perfor­
mance of the prime mover. For MC-Engines. this is ensured by
the proven very high degree of reliability and the extensive
service back-up.
Engine costs-about half of which are fuel oil costs­
represent some40% of the ships total costs. It should be
noted that the increase in pay-back time for the higher
price of a two-stroke engine is a mere two to three years.
Except the consideration of the economical aspect. the sele­
ction in same types of marine engines also is important. The
selection depending on the engine programme provided by
engine-builder must be set on the base of justification.
Environment aspects are increasing the importance in marine
engine selection. If the ship-owners consider the using
periods for a given ship. it is an important parameter.
The Slow Speed two-stroke engine is the most well estab­
lished of all marine prime movers and the development in
terms of output period has been tremendous. This trend is
likely to continue so that the two-stroke engine will retain
its market lead for some time to go.
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